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It is not our differences, but rather our shared experience as the most 
discriminated group in Denmark, that means something. We are doubly oppressed 
– as women and as “black” …We come from different cultures, but we are all 
placed in the same basket with the term “passive immigrant women.” There are 
many myths, prejudices and disparaging attitudes in the media and in the Danes’ 
heads that we must fight against. We are also Danes!1

-Inaugural editorial, Soldue, March 1989

On March 8th 1989, celebrated globally as International Women’s Day, a group of immigrant 

women in the Danish capital of Copenhagen published the first issue of their magazine Soldue, a 

“magazine for, about and by immigrant women.”2 While explaining the need for both the 

magazine itself and their organization of the same name, the founders wrote the above passage as 

a call for immigrant women across Denmark to unite in the face of the discrimination they faced 

throughout Danish society. Their writing is particularly striking for two reasons. Firstly, the 

Soldue founders called for immigrant women to actively fight against the marginalization they 

faced in Denmark. This stood as a powerful renunciation of the “passive immigrant women” 

trope, which the women themselves explicitly referenced. Secondly, in describing this 

marginalization, they employed the term “doubly oppressed.” By using this term to refer to the 

discrimination immigrant women faced based on both their race and their gender, the Soldue 

activists argued that such intersecting identities compounded the marginalization immigrant 

women faced in Danish society. 

1 “Soldue,” Soldue 1, March 1989, 1. Translation mine. Original text: “Det er ikke vore forskelle, men vor fælles 
erfaring som den mest diskriminerede gruppe i det danske samfund, der betyder noget. Vi er dobbelt-undertrykte – 
som kvinder og som ‘sorte.’ … Vi kommer fra forskellige kulturer, men bliver puttet i den samme kurv med 
betegnelsen ‘passive indvandrerkvinder.’ Der er mange myter, fordomme og nedvurderinger i medierne og i 
danskernes hoveder, som vi skal kæmpe mod. Vi er også danskere!”
2 Soldue 1, March 1989. Translation mine. Original text: “Et blad for, om og af indvandrerkvinder.” Since both the 
organization and its subsequent magazine were named “Soldue” this thesis will distinguish between the two by 
italicizing the name (Soldue) when referring to the magazine and keeping any reference to the organization itself 
non-italicized (Soldue).
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In that same year, African-American activist and scholar Kimberlé Crenshaw published 

her seminal article “Demarginalizing the Intersection between Race and Sex” and coined the 

term “intersectionality.”3 In her work, Crenshaw argued for the need to acknowledge the 

“multidimensionality of Black women’s experience,” which, when overlooked, obscured the 

experiences of those who were “overburdened” by intersecting identities and whose 

marginalization “c[ould not] be understood as resulting from discrete sources of discrimination.”4 

Scholars of intersectionality often credit Crenshaw with introducing the groundbreaking theory 

to the world.5

Although Crenshaw coined the term intersectionality, it is clear the idea predated her 

1989 article. As Ange-Marie Hancock has pointed out in her book on the intellectual history of 

intersectionality, women activists around the world had been articulating variations of 

intersectionality theory decades and even centuries prior to Crenshaw’s seminal article.6 Hancock 

cited women abolitionists in the nineteenth century US, Mexican immigrant Chicana women’s 

groups in 1970s America, and South Asian immigrant women in the UK in the 1970s and 1980s 

among some of the first intersectional feminist activists.7 Similarly, Patricia Collins and Sirma 

Bilge have traced some of the earliest roots of intersectionality theory to black American 

feminist activists in the 1960s and 1970s who saw their needs “simply fall through the cracks” of 

the anti-racist, feminist and trade union movements.8 Although neither Hancock nor Collins and 

3 Kimberlé Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of 
Antidiscrimination Doctrine, Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics,” University of Chicago Legal Forum 1, art. 8 
(1989).
4 Ibid., 139-140.
5 Devon W. Carbado, “Colorblind Intersectionality,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 38, no. 4 
(2013), 811; Britney Cooper, “Intersectionality,” in (eds. Lisa Disch and Mary Hawkesworth) The Oxford Handbook 
of Feminist Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2015); Michele Tracy Berger and Kathleen Guidroz (eds.) 
The Intersectional Approach: Transforming the Academy through Race, Class and Gender (Chapel Hill: University 
of North Carolina Press, 2009). 
6 Ange-Marie Hancock, Intersectionality: An Intellectual History (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016), 46.
7 Ibid., 41-46.
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Bilge included Danish immigrant women’s groups in their examples, the forms of activism they 

cited in their work were similar to the work and arguments of the Soldue members. The Soldue 

activists advanced similar analyses of how discrimination based on both gender and race 

compounded to shape the marginalization immigrant women confronted in Denmark. Moreover, 

although not explicitly discussed in the editorial quoted above, in their later publications and 

activism, Soldue activists also considered how class, religion and citizenship status further 

contributed to shaping immigrant women’s status and experiences of discrimination in Danish 

society. 

The Soldue members’ analysis of how multidimensional sources of discrimination 

compounded to marginalize immigrant women within Danish society was unheard of among 

mainstream Danish feminist thought at the time. At the time of Soldue’s writing in 1989, the 

mainstream Danish women’s movement was conspicuously silent on discussions of race and 

citizenship status within its feminist project. Throughout the 1970s, the Danish feminist 

movement did little to include immigrant women or explore how immigrant and ethnic minority 

women’s experiences differed from that of its almost exclusively white female supporters.9 In the 

1980s and 1990s, when some immigrant women’s groups tried collaborating with segments of 

the Danish women’s movement, they found the latter unsupportive at best and condescending at 

worst. In fact, mainstream feminist activists, owing to their lack of understanding of theories of 

intersectionality, often ended up reinforcing the trope of the “culturally oppressed migrant 

woman” when they attempted to advocate on behalf of immigrant women.10 Of course, their 

impulse to advocate on behalf of, rather than alongside, immigrant women was itself emblematic 

8 Patricia Collins and Sirma Bilge, Intersectionality (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2016), 3. 
9 Andrew DJ Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution: Perceptions and Participation in Northwest Europe 
(Cham: Palgrave, 2017), 148.
10 Ibid.
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of the problems mainstream activists faced in envisioning immigrant women as part of the same 

women’s movement. 

Such silence on multidimensional experiences of discrimination was not limited to the 

Danish women’s movement alone. Such lack of awareness of intersectionality was typical of the 

so-called Second-Wave feminist movements that started in the United States and Europe mainly 

in the 1960s.11 In the words of scholar Wini Breines, who herself was active in the American 

Second-Wave feminist movement, “white feminists… harbored a political image of universal 

community that made little sense to women who were not like [themselves].”12 Scholars of 

feminism have generally dated the appearance of intersectionality in mainstream feminist 

thought to the emergence of so-called Third-Wave feminism in the 1990s.13 Third-Wave 

feminists are often credited with reviving feminist debate by challenging the previous 

generation’s often singular and exclusionary notions of feminism.14 

The wave model of conceptualizing the development of feminist thought, however, tends 

to obscure the contributions of women of color and non-Western women who often articulated 

intersectional feminist ideas prior to the “official” emergence of Third-Wave Feminism in the 

1990s.15 Although unheard of among mainstream Danish feminists, women around the world had 

been advancing intersectional feminist analyses as early as the nineteenth century, as seen in 

Hancock’s work mentioned earlier. Many of the immigrant women who arrived in Denmark 

starting in the 1970s in fact hailed from areas where feminists had already formulated theories 

that linked women’s subjugation with theories of race, empire, and class.16 Such “emigré 

11 Kimberly Spring, “Third Wave Black Feminism?” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 27, no. 4 
(2002), 1061; Astrid Henry, Not My Mother’s Sister: Generational Conflict and Third Wave Feminism 
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2009), 8. 
12 Wini Breines, “What’s Love Got to Do with It? White Women, Black Women, and Feminism in the Movement 
Years,” Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society 27, no. 4 (2002), 1097.
13 Henry, Not My Mother’s Sister, 3, 16. 
14 Ibid., 21. 
15 Spring, “Third Wave Black Feminism?,” 1061-1062.
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feminists” played important roles in linking feminist movements from their countries of origin 

with women’s movements in their new home countries.17 As such, immigrant feminists like the 

Soldue activists often challenged and critiqued mainstream feminists’ one-dimensional and 

exclusionary views of women’s liberation.In criticizing mainstream Danish feminist 

organizations, Soldue and other immigrant women’s organizations were not silent on sexual 

discrimination within their own communities. Many immigrant women activists routinely 

confronted and critiqued patriarchal behavior in immigrant communities through their writings. 

In doing so, they also highlighted how the Danish media’s tendency to frame such behavior in 

stereotypical and often racist terms made it difficult for immigrant women to speak out against 

issues they faced within their own communities. The fact that they had to fight discrimination 

coming from both Danish feminist organizations and their own communities only furthered these 

women’s understanding of and commitment to fighting marginalization stemming from multiple 

sources simultaneously. 

One branch of the Danish women’s movement that did espouse similar theories of 

intersectionality was the Redstockings, who are widely considered to be among the most radical 

segments of the Danish feminist movement.18 Active in the 1970s, the Redstockings’ goal was to 

16 See Myra Marx Ferree and Carol Mcclurg Mueller, “Feminism and the Women’s Movement: A Global 
Perspective,” in The Blackwell Companion to Social Movements eds. David A. Snow, Sarah A. Soule and Hanspeter 
Kriesi (Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 2004), 584-587 for a brief discussion of feminist thought and activism 
throughout the 20th century in the Global South including, among other places, Latin America, Turkey, Iran, and 
India. See also Marie Sandell, The Rise of Women’s Transnational Activism: Identity and Sisterhood between the 
World Wars (London: I.B. Tauris, 2015).
17 Marx Ferree and Mcclurg Mueller, “Feminism and the Women’s Movement: A Global Perspective,” 580.
18 Lynn Walter, “The Embodiment of Ugliness and the Logic of Love: The Danish Redstocking Movement,” 
Feminist Review 36 (Autumn, 1990), 122-123; Drude Dahlerup, “From Movement Protest to State Feminism: The 
Women’s Liberation Movement and Unemployment Policy in Denmark,” NORA Nordic Journal for Women’s 
Studies 1, no. 1 (1993), 5; Rikke Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized Gender 
Identities: Feminism, Women’s Movements, and Gender Studies in Denmark,” Atlantis 29, no. 1 (Fall/Winter 2004), 
72. Note: The Danish Redstockings (Rødstømperne in Danish) took their name from the US organization of the 
same name, which had merged the term “bluestockings,” a negative term used to describe strong-minded and 
educated women in the 18th and 19th centuries, and the color red as a symbol of revolution. The Danish group’s links 
to the American movement and socialist ideology themselves speak of a form of transnational exchange and 
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bring about a “revolutionary change of society” that would result in women’s emancipation and 

the removal of old power structures created by and for men.19 The Redstockings also argued that 

patriarchal and capitalist forms of oppression were inextricably linked, a belief they expressed 

succinctly through their now iconic slogan: “No women’s struggle without class struggle, no 

class struggle without women’s struggle.”20 Crucially, they also included considerations of race 

in their multidimensional understanding of power structures. Although their contact was 

minimal, the Redstockings developed relationships with immigrant women and in many ways 

passed the mantle of radicalism onto later groups like Soldue who would take their intersectional 

arguments even further.21 

Based on similar intersectional arguments, Soldue and other immigrant women activists 

exposed how Danish feminist organizations and women’s trade unions were often complicit in 

reproducing the same oppressive power structures they were dedicating to fighting vis-a-vis 

immigrant women in Denmark. These Danish organizations were in theory devoted to advancing 

women’s liberation, but in practice their lack of awareness of intersectionality often led them to 

discriminate against or marginalize immigrant and minority women. Immigrant feminists also 

demonstrated how citizenship status and Danish perceptions of non-Christians, most notably 

Muslims, often contributed to immigrant women’s marginalization. Yet despite Redstockings 

and Soldue activists both articulating similarly radical feminist ideologies, historians have only 

identified the radicalness of the former while the latter has been largely forgotten in both public 

and academic memory.

understanding of intersectionality (Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized Gender 
Identities,” 72). 
19 Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized Gender Identities,” 72.
20 Walter, “The Embodiment of Ugliness and the Logic of Love: The Danish Redstocking Movement,” 118. In 
Danish: ”Ingen kvindekamp uden klassekamp, ingen klassekamp uden kvindekamp.”
21 Note: The Redstockings movement and its links with immigrant women’s groups will be discussed in more detail 
in Chapter Two. 
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Soldue’s pioneering discussion of intersectionality is but one among many examples of how 

immigrant and ethnic minority women challenged and pushed Danish feminist, trade union and 

citizenship debates between 1967 and 1997 through their commitment to combatting intersecting 

forms of discrimination. To shed light on their contributions, this thesis explores how immigrant 

and ethnic minority women confronted activists ranging from the mainstream women’s 

movement to Danish trade unions. In the process of challenging these organizations, immigrant 

women advocated for more complex understandings of how various forms of discrimination 

operated simultaneously in Danish society. The thesis also traces how these immigrant activists 

acted on their intersectional understandings of oppression and thus forged international activist 

networks with immigrant women’s organizations across Europe and feminist movements 

throughout the Global South. Lastly, it shows how the groundbreaking work of these immigrant 

women paved the way for a new generation of ethnic minority women’s activism and 

participation in public debate in Denmark from the 1990s and onwards. 

The central focus of this thesis traces immigrant and ethnic minority women’s political 

mobilization and activism in Denmark from 1967 to 1997. To contextualize immigrant women’s 

later mobilization, Chapter One outlines the Guest Worker period from 1967 to 1973 and the 

new era of immigration and immigrant activism it ushered in. Although the migrant workers who 

arrived during this period were primarily male, their early activist efforts highlighted important 

tensions between Danish trade unions and immigrants that would only become more pronounced 

as immigrant women started arriving and mobilizing in greater numbers after 1973. 

The second chapter details how immigrant women between 1973 and 1988 built on the 

efforts and frameworks of the primarily male ‘guest workers’ to begin carving out 

representational spaces for themselves within Danish society. These immigrant women’s 
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activism was sparked by the marginalization they experienced within various communities, 

including the Danish women’s movement, trade unions, their own communities, and, to a lesser 

extent, male-dominated immigrant organizations. It shows how immigrant women protested their 

marginalization within these different communities through their writings, their organization of 

independent strikes and eventually the formation of their own organizations. Through these 

actions, immigrant women exposed internal contradictions within Danish organizations as the 

latter either ignored or directly targeted immigrant women despite claiming to represent their 

interests. 

Building on these early moments of political activism, the third chapter examines the views 

and actions of some of the first cross-national immigrant women’s organizations, starting with 

immigrant women activists’ founding of Soldue in 1988. It traces features of earlier immigrant 

women’s mobilization discussed in the second chapter to see how organizations like Soldue and 

The Immigrants’ Women Organization formalized and developed these intersectional ideas 

further. It also examines how international movements such as Third World solidarity, anti-

racism and intersectional understandings of feminism shaped the political discourse and activism 

of these early immigrant women’s organizations. 

Chapter Four then explores how, as it increasingly gained footing and recognition, Soldue 

started leveraging its growing influence to impact legislation affecting immigrant women starting 

in 1993. It further traces how Soldue consolidated its international outlook as it assumed a more 

leading role in creating transnational activist networks between 1993 and 1997. It also examines 

the gradual but crucial generational shift from immigrant women’s mobilization to Danish-born 

ethnic minority women’s political activism in the 1990s. Having been born in Denmark, their 

perspectives, concerns and approaches to activism differed in crucial ways. Their activism 
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continued crucial contestations of mainstream definitions of feminism while simultaneously 

staking their own claims to Danishness and advocating for inclusive understandings of Danish 

citizenship. 

To conclude, this thesis reflects on how immigrant and ethnic minority women contributed to 

widening awareness of intersectionality in Denmark from the 1970s onwards. It argues that these 

women started crucial discussions over the meaning of concepts like equality and citizenship in 

Denmark. Their impact was not confined to the Danish activist community alone but also 

extended to political and public debates, as well as the academic community. These discussions 

are undoubtedly still on-going, but immigrant women activists like the ones discussed in this 

thesis have helped call into question once-entrenched opinions and assumptions. As a testament 

to this legacy, the thesis concludes with a brief discussion of minority women currently engaged 

in Danish public debate on issues of intersectional, multifaceted feminism and inclusive notions 

of citizenship to see how these early women activists’ efforts echo to this day. 

Literature Review

Despite immigrant women’s activism dating back at least to the 1970s, Danish scholars have 

largely been silent on their contributions and actions. Although most historians of the Danish 

women’s movement have acknowledged the important role class struggle and trade unions 

played in shaping the Danish women’s movement, this awareness of class has not extended to 

include considerations of race.22 Scholar Rikke Andreassen has argued that part of the reason 

22 Jytte Larsen, “Kvindekamp og Klassekamp i 100 År,” [Women’s Struggle and Class Struggle for 100 Years], 
Tidsskrift for ARBEJDSliv 12, no. 2, (2010); Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized 
Gender Identities”; Anne Trine Larsen, “From Feminist to Family Politics: Re-Doing Gender in Denmark after 
1970,” Nordic Journal of Women’s Studies 13, no. 2, (November 2005); Dahlerup, “From Movement Protest to 
State Feminism”; Birte Siim, Gender and Citizenship: Politics and Agency in France, Britain and Denmark 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000); Anne Margrete Berg, Lis Frost, and Anne Olsen, eds., 1900-1980, 
2nd ed., vol. 2, Kvindfolk: En Danmarkshistorie fra 1600 til 1980 (Copenhagen: Nordisk Forlag, 1986); Signe 
Anfred, “Fra Femø til Postkolonial Feminisme: Kønsforskning gennem 40 År” [From Femø to Post-Colonial 
Feminism: Gender Studies through 40 Years], Kvinder, Køn og Forskning 3 (2012), 6-18.
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Danish feminist activists and academics have historically been less focused on the effects of 

categories like race is because of the relatively low number of people of color “to point out the 

importance of race analysis within gender studies.”23 In large part because of the omission of 

immigrant women’s contributions, until very recently, Danish gender studies scholars have also 

largely considered intersectionality and other key aspects of Third-Wave Feminism to be of little 

relevance to Denmark.24 Even as late as 2006, Danish scholars Ann-Dorte Christensen and Birte 

Siim called for a greater focus on the intersection between gender and ethnicity/race when 

discussing power structures in Denmark and the rest of Scandinavia.

In the last few years, several scholars have answered Siim and Christensen’s call and have 

started studying the politicization of race and gender in Danish political and public debate as it 

concerns immigrant and ethnic minority women.25 In their study of gendered identity 

constructions, Lise Rolandsen Agustin and Robert Sata found that politicians and other public 

figures have often contrasted female migrants with the “empowered Danish working woman” 

whom they presented as the “cultural bearer of the national identity.”26 Scholars Andreassen and 

Lettinga have similarly illustrated how Danish politicians and media have used “exclusionary 

23 Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized Gender Identities,” 75.
24 Connie Carøe Christiansen, “Migrationen til Danmark og den Danske Kvindebevægelse: På Vej mod en 
Transnational Feminisme?” [Migration to Denmark and the Danish Women’s Movement: On the Way to a 
Transnational Feminism?] in Er Der Spor? Feminisme, Aktivisme og Kønsforskning gennem et Halvt Århundrede, 
eds. Kirsten Grønbæk Hansen, Mari Holen, Tine Jensen, Jo Krøjer, Åse Høgsbro Lading, Sine Lehn-Christiansen, 
Mette Lykke Nielsen, Bodil Maria Pedersen, and Christel Stormhøj (Frederiksberg, Frydendal Academic, 2012), 
209; Ann-Dorte Christensen and Birte Siim, "From Gender to Diversity – Intersectionality in a Danish/Nordic 
Context," Kvinder, Køn og Forskning 2, no. 3 (2006): 40.
25 Rikke Andreassen, “Vores Kvindefrigørelse Står i Skærende Kontrast til det Islamistiske Kvindesyn - 
Nyhedsmediernes Konstruktioner og Intersektioner af Køn, Race, Integration og Ligestilling fra 1970’erne til 
2000’erne,” [Our Women’s Emancipation Stands in Sharp Contrast to the Islamic View of Women: News Media’s 
Constructions and Intersections of Gender, Race, Integration and Gender Equality from the 1970s to the 2000s], 
Nordnytt 97, (2005); Hege Skjeie and Birte Siim, ”Tracks, Intersections and Dead Ends: Multicultural Challenges to 
State Feminism in Denmark and Norway,” Ethnicities 8, no. 3 (2008); Rikke Andreassen, "Gender as a Tool in 
Danish Debates about Muslims," in Islam in Denmark: The Challenge of Diversity, ed. Jørgen S. Nielsen (Plymouth: 
Lexington Books, 2012).
26 Lise Rolandsen Agustin and Robert Sata, “Gendered Identity Constructions in Political Discourse: Denmark and 
Hungary,” in Negotiating Gender and Diversity in an Emergent European Public Sphere, ed. Birte Siim and Monika 
Mokre (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 64.
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and racialized understandings of gender equality and the national community” to draw up 

imaginary boundaries of the nation to exclude (especially Muslim) minority women who, in 

theory, hold equal citizenship status.27 Likewise, Sherene Razack has argued that both the Danish 

media and politicians have typically presented immigrants’ alleged patriarchal behavior as 

directly challenging a core foundation of the modern Scandinavian national mythology: that the 

Scandinavian countries possess an “intrinsic and deep commitment to individualism and to 

gender equality.”28 

Drawing connections between Denmark’s colonial past and current discrimination against 

ethnic and religious minorities, scholars in recent decades have also taken an increased interest in 

Denmark’s colonial history and how its legacy has continued to affect public and political 

attitudes today.29 In her study of the politics of representation at the Danish Immigrant Museum, 

scholar Lia Paula Rodrigues pointed out the “Nordic amnesia” and “national blind spots” in 

Danish collective memory when it comes to remembering the country’s colonial past.30 With 

chapters such as “Guiding Migrants to the Realm of Gender Equality” Keskinen et al.’s edited 

volume Complying with Colonialism: Gender, Race and Ethnicity in the Nordic Region present a 

thorough examination of how colonial power structures continue to shape how contemporary 

Scandinavian states interact with immigrants and ethnic minorities and how these shape ideas 

about gender equality.31

27 Rikke Andreassen and Doutje Lettinga, “Veiled Debates: Gender and Gender Equality in European National 
Narratives,” in Politics, Religion and Gender: Regulating the Muslim Headscarf, ed. Birgit Sauer and Sieglinde 
Rosenberger, (New York: Routledge, 2012), 18.
28 Sherene Razack, Casting Out: The Eviction of Muslims from Western Law and Politics (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 2008), 124.
29 Martin Zerlang, "Danish Orientalism," Current Writing: Text and Reception in Southern Africa 18, no. 2 (2006); 
Astrid Nonbo Andersen, "'We Have Reconquered the Islands': Figurations in Public Memories of Slavery and 
Colonialism in Denmark 1948-2012," International Journal of Politics, Culture, and Society 26, no. 1 (March 
2013); Razack, Casting Out, 136.
30 Lia Paula Rodrigues, "Danishness, Nordic Amnesia and Immigrant Museums," Human Architecture: Journal of 
the Sociology of Self-Knowledge 9, no. 4 (Fall 2011): 24.
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Despite the recent emergence of work on how Danish politicians and media portray 

immigrant women and the colonial remnants embedded in these portrayals, scholars have paid 

little attention to how Danish feminist groups have viewed and interacted with immigrant 

women. Scholars around the world have written extensively on how both white European and 

North American feminists have historically replicated colonial power structures and paternalist 

attitudes via-a-vis non-white women in their efforts to advocate for very exclusive visions of 

women’s liberation. This includes work that analyzes British women’s “imperialist feminist” 

attitudes toward female colonial subjects.32 In a similar approach, Danish scholar and former 

Redstockings activist Signe Anfred has argued that the image of the “oppressed and suffering 

woman in need of help and salvation… has been taken over by feminists from the global North 

in moves of alleged solidarity with the less fortunate sisters in the global South.”33 Although she 

analyzed Denmark’s foreign aid schemes through this lens of “colonial feminism,” Anfred did 

not apply it to relations between Danish feminists and immigrant/minority women within 

Denmark itself.34 

This thesis contends that many mainstream Danish feminists harbored similar maternalist 

attitudes toward immigrant and ethnic minority women in Denmark in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s. 

Feminist scholar Marie Sandell has applied the term “maternalist feminism” to describe the  

“superior attitudes that were occasionally, if unintentionally, demonstrated by Western members 

of [women’s] organizations” in relation to non-Western women.35 Although Sandell pointed 

31 Jaana Vuori, “Guiding Migrants to the Realm of Gender Equality,” in Complying with Colonialism: Gender, Race 
and Ethnicity in the Nordic Region, eds. Suvi Keskinen, Salla Tuori, Sari Irni and Diana Mulinari (New York: 
Ashgate, 2009).
32 Antoinette M. Burton, “The White Woman’s Burden: British Feminists and the Indian Woman, 1865-1915,” 
Women’s Studies International Forum 13, no. 4 (1990), 295; Barbara N. Ramusack, “Cultural Missionaries, 
Maternal Imperialists, Feminist Allies: British Women Activists in India, 1865-1945” Women’s Studies 
International Forum 13, no. 4 (1990).  
33 Signe Anfred, “Women, Men and Gender Equality in Development Aid – Trajectories, Contestations” Kvinder, 
Køn og Forskning 1 (2011), 57. 
34 Ibid., 58.
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towards British feminists’ attitudes towards Indian women in the nineteenth century as an early 

example of such a phenomenon, she also argued that such behavior extended beyond explicit 

imperial ties. Moving into the twentieth century, European and North American feminists have 

also historically reproduced similar power dynamics in their relationships with women from the 

Global South, even in the absence of formal colonial ties.36 Building on Sandell’s approach, 

when relevant, this thesis employs the term “maternalist feminism” to describe Danish feminist 

organizations attitudes towards immigrant and ethnic minority women.

This thesis also builds on the work of Danish scholars who, starting in the 1990s, began to 

analyze Danish public perceptions of immigrants. One of the first major works on this was Lise 

Togeby and Øystein Gaasholt’s influential 1995 study on Danish opinions on refugees and 

immigrants.37 This focus continued into the 2000s. Lars Jørgensen’s 2006 dissertation, for 

example, explores how parliamentary debates on immigrants and migration policy changed over 

time from the 1960s to the 1990s.38 In his recent book, Ferruh Yilmaz similarly examined how 

Danish media portrayed immigrants and immigrant culture starting in the 1960s.39 While such 

works are important in understanding how the Danish public viewed immigrants, a common 

feature among them all is their lack of focus on the concrete actions of immigrants themselves.

In the last two decades, a few scholars have begun exploring immigrants’ social and political 

activities in their own right. Flemming Mikkelsen’s 2011 book on immigrants’ social, political 

and religious mobilization in Denmark contains a detailed chronicling of immigrants’ activism in 

the last five decades.40 Mustafa Hussain’s research on ethnic minority organizations in Denmark 

35 Sandell, The Rise of Women's Transnational Activism: Identity and Sisterhood Between the World Wars, 13.
36 Ibid.
37 Lise Togeby and Øystein Gaasholt, I Syv Sind: Danskernes Holdninger til Flygtninge og Indvandrere (Aarhus: 
Politica, 1995). See also Peter Nannested, Solidariteten Pris (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 1999). 
38 Lars Jørgensen, "Hvad sagde vi! ...om 'De Andre': Den udlændingepolitiske debat i Folketinget 1961-1999" (PhD 
diss., Roskilde University, 2006). 
39 Ferruh Yilmaz, How the Workers Became Muslims: Immigration, Culture and Hegemonic Transformation in 
Europe (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan University Press, 2016).
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and Aarhus University’s 2003 report on ethnic minorities’ channels of political influence both 

give useful insight into not only into immigrants’ activism but also the challenges immigrants 

faced while engaging in such activism.41 Each of these works, however, largely fails to address 

how immigrant and ethnic minority women also mobilized themselves politically in Denmark. 

Partially filling this gap are several contemporary scholars who have started looking into 

immigrant and ethnic minority women’s political mobilization both in Denmark and the rest of 

Europe.42 In the 2000s, both Birte Siim and Helene Pristed Nielsen published studies of ethnic 

minority women’s civil society engagement in Denmark and how these women’s activities were 

typically imbued with claims to Danishness and full membership in Danish society.43 Both Siim 

and Pristed Nielsen have also argued that ethnic minority women in Denmark today challenge 

simplistic understandings of feminism and equality.44 In her study of Danish politician Asmaa 

Abdol-Hamid’s 2007 run for parliament, gender studies scholar Rikke Andreassen also showed 

how ethnic minority women such as Abdol-Hamid have defied standard categorization in the 

Danish political arena. By examining the backlash Abdol-Hamid received after she declared her 

candidacy as a hijab-wearing, Muslim feminist socialist, Andreassen analyzed how minority 

40 Flemming Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet under Forandring: Indvandrernes Sociale, Religiøse og Politiske 
Mobilisering i Danmark 1965-2010 (Aarhus: Museum Tuscelamus Forlag, 2011).
41 Mustafa Hussain, “Etniske Minoriteters Politiske Organisering i Danmark,” in Bevægelser i Demokrati: 
Foreninger og Kollektive Aktioner i Danmark, ed. Flemming Mikkelsen (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 2002), 
160-176; Ole Hammer and Inger Brun, Etniske Minoriteters Indlfydelseskanaler (Aarhus: Aarhus University Press, 
2003).
42 Leila Hadj-Abdou and Linda Woodhead, “Muslim Women’s Participation in the Veil Controversy: Austria and the 
UK,” Politics, Religion and Gender: Framing and Regulating the Veil, ed. Sieglinde Rosenberger and Birgit Sauer 
(New York: Routledge, 2012); Nora Gresch, Sevgi Kilic, and Petra Rostock, "Negotiating Belonging," in Politics, 
Religion and Gender: Framing and Regulating the Veil, ed. Sieglinde Rosenberger and Birgit Sauer (New York: 
Routledge, 2012); Pia Karlsson Minganti, "Islamic Identity as Third Space: Muslim Women Activists Negotiating 
Subjectivity in Sweden," in Negotiating Identity in Scandinavia: Women, Migration and the Diaspora, ed. Haci 
Akman (New York: Berghahn Books, 2014). 
43 Birte Siim, Medborgerskabets Udfordringer - Etniske Minoritetskvinders Politiske Myndiggørelse [The 
Challenges of Civic Citizenship: Ethnic Minority Women’s Political Empowerment] (Aarhus: Magtudredningen, 
2003); Helene Pristed Nielsen, Etniske Minoritetskvinders Medborgerskab i Danmark [Ethnic Minority Women’s 
Civic Citizenship in Denmark] (Working Group Paper Series 63, Aalborg University, 2008). See also Connie Carøe 
Christiansen, ”Kvinders Islamiske Aktivisme i et Transnationalt Perspektiv,” Dansk Sociologi 4, no. 1 (2001).
44 Helene Pristed Nielsen, “Monopol på Ligestilling? Etniske Minoritetskvinder om ’Dansk’ Ligestilling,” Kvinder, 
Køn og Forskning 4 (2012); Skjeie and Siim, ”Tracks, Intersections and Dead Ends.”
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women like Abdol-Hamid have challenged entrenched political norms and assumptions.45 All of 

these studies, however, focus on immigrant or ethnic minority women in very recent times, going 

back no further than the 2000s.  

 Very recently, a few scholars have started integrating Danish immigrants’ and feminist 

histories to shed light on how immigrants have engaged in feminist debates and struggles as 

early as the 1960s. In her 2012 chapter on immigrant women and the Danish women’s 

movement, Connie Carøe Christiansen demonstrated how immigrant and ethnic minority women 

in recent years have forced the Danish women’s movement to take into account how matters 

other than gender, like race and religion, affect women’s position in Danish society.46 Similarly, 

Andrew DJ Shield’s newly published book directly explores how immigrants, both male and 

female, participated in the tumultuous contestations of sexual politics in the 1960s, 1970s and 

1980s.47 It argues that immigrants “were not peripheral” to these developments but were actively 

engaged in and often contributed to shaping conversations about sexuality, gender and race.48 

Neither of these two works, however, connect immigrant women’s historical activism going back 

to the 1970s to minority women’s continued contestations of mainstream Danish feminist 

thought today. 

Methodology

A plausible explanation for the general lack of awareness of the actions and contributions of 

immigrant women to Danish understandings of the intersections between race, gender and class 

is the difficulty of locating sources. History as a profession tends to replicate the power 

45 Rikke Andreassen, “Political Muslim Women in the News Media,” in Negotiating Identity in Scandinavia: 
Women, Migration and the Diaspora, ed. Haci Akman (New York: Berghahn Books, 2014).
46 Carøe Christiansen, “Migrationen til Danmark og den Danske Kvindebevægelse,” 199.
47 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution.
48 Ibid., 247.
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structures of the society the historian operates in, especially as it pertains to gender.49 Since 

dominant voices and perspectives are typically the ones recorded, they often form the foundation 

of historical inquiry into and academic understanding of a given time period. As the Soldue 

members’ own writings show, immigrant women were marginalized in Danish society and did 

not have access to the same resources for documenting their actions as most Danish men and 

women at the time. Added to this is the fact that many immigrant women initially did not speak 

or write Danish. All of these factors contribute to there being very little source material 

documenting the words and actions of immigrant women in Denmark, especially in the early 

days of the 1960s and 1970s. But these same factors also contribute to the fact that there has 

been very little impetus to look for such sources in the first place. 

To fill in this gap, this thesis sought out immigrant women’s voices in the few places they 

have been retained. Although the earliest immigrant women activists often did not leave behind 

their own written records, organizations and publications involved with the immigrant women 

community sometimes reported on their activism. Thus, for the first two chapters, this thesis 

relies on The Foreign Workers’ Magazine and the Redstockings periodical Women as 

instrumental sources documenting immigrant women’s activism in the 1970s. Both were 

accessed in the archives of the Royal Library in Copenhagen. To supplement this, the thesis also 

draws on secondary literature detailing immigrants’ political activism in Denmark during the 

1960s, 1970s and 1980s.50

Since source material produced by immigrant women themselves became more prevalent 

with the establishment of formal organizations in the late 1980s, Chapter Three and Four draw 

mainly from these women’s own publications. Also obtained from the archives of The Royal 

49 Joan W. Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category for Historical Analysis” The American Historical Review 91, no. 5 
(Dec 1986), 1066-67.
50 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution; Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet under Forandring. 
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Library in Copenhagen, these include Soldue magazine, which ran from 1989 to 1997, and the 

1991 newsletter published by The Immigrants’ Women Organization. 

Terminology

Labeling is always a political act, especially when it comes to a marginalized group like 

immigrant or minority women. This is no less salient in Denmark where the increasing 

politicization of immigration in recent decades has led both Danish media and politicians to 

increasingly employ labels like ‘immigrant,’ ‘second-generation immigrant’ and ‘Muslim’ as 

tools to draw up exclusionary definitions of who is considered Danish.51 Such exclusionary 

notions of Danishness have also been institutionalized in some instances. In 1991, for example, 

the national Danish Statistics Bureau stated it would start using the terms “immigrants, second 

generation immigrants and others (i.e. Danes)” in order to create “a more realistic and relevant 

division of the resident population of Denmark.”52 

But such alienating uses of labels have not been accepted without resistance. In the 

evolution of their word choices, immigrant and minority women have advanced subtle but 

powerful acts of challenging, defending, and staking claim to their position within Danish 

society and notions of citizenship. With so much meaning embedded in the terms these women 

used to refer to themselves, this thesis will employ the same terms. 

Since the earliest activists this thesis explores typically used the terms “immigrant 

women” and “foreign women” to refer to themselves, the first three chapters generally use these 

terms. Starting in the 1990s, however, activists increasingly began to identify themselves using 

the terms “ethnic minority women” or “minority women.” The women’s decisions to move from 

51 Rikke Andreassen, “Gender as a Tool,” 144. 
52 Poul Christian Mathiessen, Immigration to Denmark: An Overview of the Research Carried Out from 1999 to 
2006 by the Rockwool Foundation Research Unit, (Odense: The Rockwool Foundation Research Unit and 
University Press of Southern Denmark, 2009), 11.
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self-identifying as “immigrant women” to begin referring to themselves as “ethnic minority 

women” advanced subtle but important political arguments about their relationship of belonging 

in Denmark. Starting in the fourth chapter, therefore, the thesis begins to also use the terms 

“ethnic minority women” and “minority women.” The conclusion briefly touches on the term 

New-Danish (Nydansk), which minority Danes have increasingly started using to refer to 

themselves and their relationship to Denmark in recent years.

Chapter 1: The Guest Worker Era and Early Immigrant Activism, 1967-1973

As Denmark experienced a new era of immigration in the late 1960s it also witnessed a 

new era of activism as these new immigrants mobilized themselves to represent and protect their 

rights and interests. In the beginning of the so-called Guest Worker period of labor migration 

(1967-1973), Danish municipal authorities and trade unions dominated the primarily male 

migrant workers’ organizational life, incorporating the immigrants into frameworks controlled 

by Danish leaders. As time passed and it became clear that these Danish organizations privileged 

their own interests over those of migrant workers, immigrants began mobilizing independently to 

safeguard their own interests. They did so through organizing strikes and forming their own 

organizations, while also publicly criticizing Danish-run organizations and trade unions for their 

paternalistic treatment of migrant workers. These migrant workers’ early activism culminated in 

the creation of The Guest Workers’ Association (Gæstearbejdernes Fællesråd) in 1976, the first 

cross-national immigrants’ association in Denmark. Through challenging Danish municipal 

authorities and trade unions, these immigrants foreshadowed important aspects of immigrant 
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women’s later activism, which became much more pronounced following the 1973 labor 

immigration halt.    

Beginning in the late 1960s, Denmark entered a new era of immigration through the 

Guest Worker Program. Over the past centuries, Denmark had received immigrants originating 

from, among other nations, Sweden, Poland, the Netherlands, Russia, Germany and Hungary, so 

immigration as such was nothing new.53 The second half of the 1960s, however, marked a 

substantial shift in Danish immigration history as Denmark shifted from being a primarily 

emigrant-sending nation to an immigrant-receiving country with the influx of primarily male 

migrant workers as part of the Guest Worker Program.54 Like many other Western European 

nations, Denmark experienced an economic upturn following WWII, which eventually led 

employers to bring in foreign workers to meet their growing labor needs. The subsequent arrival 

of migrant workers became known as the Guest Worker Programs.55 It is difficult to determine 

exactly how many migrant workers arrived in Denmark during this period since Danish 

immigration authorities only started keeping complete figures for foreign residents from 1974 

onwards.56 At the end of this period of immigration in 1974, however, approximately 40,000 

foreign nationals from outside the Scandinavian, EU and North American countries resided in 

Denmark.57

Despite the somewhat misleading term commonly applied to this period of immigration, 

the Guest Worker “Program” was far from an organized state-run initiative.58 The Danish state, 

53 Yilmaz, How the Workers Become Muslims, 8. 
54 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 35-36; Mathiessen, Immigration to Denmark, 9. 
55 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 35; Mathiessen, Immigration to Denmark, 8. 
56 Mathiessen, Immigration to Denmark, 11. 
57 Ibid., 12. 
58 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 80; Yilmaz, How the Workers Became Muslims, 9; Martin 
Bak Jørgensen and Trine Lund Thomsen, "Crises Now and Then—Comparing Integration Policy Frameworks and 
Immigrant Target Groups in Denmark in the 1970s and 2000s," International Migration and Integration 14 
(2013): 250; Jørgensen, “Hvad sagde vi,” 51.
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unlike other European governments, never entered into any bilateral agreements with migrant-

sending countries and Danish employers were generally late to start bringing in foreign labor 

compared to neighboring countries.59 The only pre-existing immigration legislation, the Aliens 

Law of 1952, allowed for relatively unhindered immigration.60 Danish businesses were thus free 

to recruit cheap foreign labor without much state involvement.61 For these reasons, the so-called 

‘guest workers’ who migrated to Denmark between 1967 and 1973 arrived almost exclusively on 

work permits obtained through private Danish businesses and came from countries that had 

already established labor migration ties with other European countries.62 These migrant workers 

came primarily from Turkey and Yugoslavia, with whom the German state had bilateral 

agreements, as well as Pakistan and Morocco, whose colonial ties to the United Kingdom and 

France respectively had facilitated labor migration to the former colonial powers.63

The lack of a coherent state plan to receive the arriving migrant workers led Danish 

municipal authorities and trade unions to ‘fill the vacuum’ and set up systems to assist and 

manage the new immigrants.64 Both of these groups had their own interests in organizing the 

newly arrived migrant workers within a framework of their own design and for their own ends.65 

Municipal authorities sought to manage the sudden influx of mainly young, male foreign workers 

in their communities, while trade unions wanted to protect their members from the negative 

wage pressure that could accompany the arrival of foreign, non-unionized workers. Some of the 

first recorded initiatives aimed at gathering migrant workers were the so-called “leisure clubs” 

59 Jørgen Bæk Simonsen, ”Denmark, Islam and Muslims: Socioeconomic Dynamics and the Art of Becoming” in 
Islam in Denmark: The Challenge of Diversity, ed. Jørgen Bæk Simonsen (Lexington Books, 2012), 16.
60 Jørgensen, "Hvad sagde vi,” 45.
61 Ibid.
62 Linda S. Fair, “Muslims in Denmark: Discourse of the Veil,” Middles States Geographer 36 (2003): 16.
63 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 36. 
64 Fair, “Muslims in Denmark: Discourse of the Veil,” 16; Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 
93-94.
65 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 324.
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funded by local municipal institutions. Run by Danish municipal government employees and 

volunteers in the areas migrant workers settled, these first initiatives were designed as gathering 

places for the mostly male, mostly unaccompanied migrant workers.66 The founders presented the 

leisure clubs as a way to bring migrant workers into contact with Danish society as well as offer 

practical assistance, Danish language classes, and recreational activities.67 

These leisure clubs were undoubtedly also motivated by municipal authorities’ wishes to 

monitor and ‘manage’ the newly arrived immigrants. In the early 1970s, Danish media routinely 

reported on incidents of immigrant men mistreating Danish women, framing such incidents as 

evidence of immigrants’ lack of understanding of Danish gender norms.68 Even employers 

sometimes depicted male migrant workers as “hypersexual and a threat to Danish women.”69 

Some media outlets also drew on Orientalist stereotypes to depict migrant workers. In 

1973, the Danish periodical Ugens Rapport ran an alarmist article entitled “Blood vengeance has 

now come to Denmark” about Turkish migrant workers’ supposed threat to exact “blood 

vengeance” on anyone who disrespected “their women.”70 The Foreign Workers’ Magazine 

strongly criticized the fearmongering article, calling it a “dirty affair” and pointing out that the 

two Turkish men Ugens Rapport had interviewed did not speak Danish and had made no 

mention of blood vengeance.71 After learning what the article was about, one of the Turkish men 

had even asked an acquaintance to write a letter in Danish to Ugens Rapport requesting that his 

name be removed from the article.72 

66 Ibid., 80.
67 "Money for the Club," The Foreign Workers' Magazine, September 10, 1972, 3.
68 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 101.
69 Ibid., 92.
70 Mong, “A Whole Nation Denounced,” The Foreign Workers’ Magazine, June 10, 1973, 3. 
71 Ibid.
72 Ibid.
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Although the Ugens Rapport article turned out to be fabricated, the fact that journalists 

would invoke such negative depictions of immigrants’ alleged violent and hypersexual behavior 

gives insight into the prevalence of such stereotypes at the time. With such depictions of migrant 

workers, it should come as no surprise that municipal authorities preferred migrant workers using 

the Danish-run leisure clubs as opposed to funding their own organizations, presumably to better 

monitor and control their activities.73 These earliest municipal initiatives to organize immigrants 

in the form of leisure clubs were thus closely aligned with the interests of Danish municipal 

authorities.

Danish workers’ unions were also closely involved in the early mobilization of migrant 

workers and, as with the municipal leisure clubs, the trade unions also had their own reasons for 

organizing the foreign workers. Initially, Danish trade unions were hostile toward the newly 

arrived immigrant workers. In 1973, Danish Worker and Special Worker Union (DASF) 

spokesperson Kaj Buch stated that “the trade union movement [was] not interested in having 

foreign workers.”74 Since migrant workers were already in the country, however, DASF and 

other unions eventually recognized the need to ensure their equal rights and wages, if for no 

other reason than to safeguard Danish workers from being cast aside in favor of cheaper 

immigrant labor. Danish unions were therefore quick to encourage migrant workers to join the 

Danish unions.75 In line with this thinking, in the second half of the same 1973 interview, Buch 

stated that “instead of creating their own unions, foreign workers should participate in the Danish 

unions’ work.”76 Danish workers’ unions were clearly interested in migrant workers mobilizing 

73 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 85.
74 “Alle Skal Have Samme Betingelser” [Everyone Must Have the Same Conditions], The Foreign Workers' 
Magazine, September 10, 1973, 4. Translation mine. Original text: “Fagbevægelsen er ikke intereseret i at have 
fremmedarbejdere, men vi erkender, at der er huller i dansk industry.”
75 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 80.
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politically, but within the existing framework of the Danish trade unions so as to not weaken the 

unions’ collective bargaining power.

This first major periodical published with migrant workers as its intended audience, The 

Foreign Workers’ Magazine, was also involved with mobilizing migrant workers within the 

Danish trade unions. The publication was founded in 1971 by non-immigrant Danish citizens and 

had close ties to the Danish workers’ unions and overall workers’ movement of the 1960s and 

1970s.77 Although not officially linked to the Danish unions, the publication strongly advised its 

readers to join. In its very first issue, the periodical included an article titled “The Union – A 

Help for You” that introduced immigrant readers to the Danish history of unionization and 

included contact information for some of the most prominent unions at the time, offering a not so 

subtle suggestion that foreign workers become members.78 The following issues routinely 

included articles informing migrant workers about the Danish trade unions and the importance of 

joining.79 The magazine’s main goal, as stated in its first issue published in August 1971, was to 

keep migrant workers informed of any changes that affected their stay in Denmark, connect them 

with available resources, and urge the Danish government to “devise a policy on this issue [of 

migrant workers]” with the input of Danish unions.80 As with the trade unions, The Foreign 

76 "Opfordring til Samarbejde" [Call for Teamwork], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, October 15, 1973, 6. 
Translation mine. Original text: “I stedet for at danne egne fagforeninger bør fremmedarbejderne deltage i de danske 
fagforeningers arbejde og evt. danne samlede fagforeninger, som kunne fremme dette samarbejde.”
77 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 80.
78 "Fagforeningen – En Hjælp til Dig" [The Union – A Help for You], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, August 6, 
1971, 4. 
79 "Arbejdspladsen" [The Workplace], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, May 10, 1972, 7; "Arbejdspladsen" [The 
Workplace], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, June 10, 1972, 8; "A Trade Union Is Many Things,” The Foreign 
Workers' Magazine, February 10, 1973, 11; "1. Maj Demonstration,” [May 1st Demonstration], The Foreign 
Workers' Magazine, April 10, 1975, 9; "Sådan Deltager Du” [This Is How You Take Part], The Foreign Workers' 
Magazine, April 2, 1973, 1.
80 "Den Manglende Politik" [The Missing Policy], The Foreign Workers' Magazine (Copenhagen, Denmark), August 
6, 1971, 1. Translation mine. Original text: “… fremvise en politik på dette område [indvandrerområdet].”
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Workers’ Magazine was indeed committed to mobilizing immigrant workers’ politically, but 

largely within the existing framework of the Danish trade union movement.  

Besides the heavily union-influenced structure of the magazine itself, every issue of The 

Foreign Workers’ Magazine included so-called ‘Local Pages’ for each of the main national 

groups of migrant workers, which grew to become crucial spaces for migrant workers to build 

communities and eventually mobilize politically. These pages were originally written in 

Yugoslavian, Turkish and Arabic (although an English/Pakistani page replaced the Arabic 

section after only three issues in May 1972) and published by editors who presumably were part 

of the communities whose news they reported.81 And that was precisely the importance of these 

Local Pages: through their coverage of topics like community events, religious festivities, and 

news from the home country, these Local Pages helped form a sense of community among 

immigrants, albeit along national lines. For example, M. Rashid Malik, the editor of the Pakistani 

Local Page, routinely referred to “the Pakistani community” on his page.82 The fact that the 

editors of the Local Pages wrote in immigrants’ own languages most likely also contributed to 

feelings of community and shared experiences. As scholar Andrew Shield notes, the editors of 

the language-specific Local Pages viewed them as a “space for discussion of issues specific to 

their ethnic community” and sometimes even objected to providing brief summaries in Danish 

because they considered the sections private.83 Although the Local Pages separated migrant 

workers along national and linguistic lines, they played an important role in immigrants’ 

burgeoning political mobilization.

Migrant workers used the Local Pages as early forums for discussing and eventually 

advertising their own independent organizations. In an article published in the Pakistan Local 

81 The Foreign Workers' Magazine, May 10, 1972.
82 "Need for Pakistan Central Contact,” The Foreign Workers' Magazine, May 10, 1972, 11. 
83 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 91.
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Page of The Foreign Workers’ Magazine in May 1972, the Pakistani editor M. Rashid Malik 

stated “with all the respects for the local procedures [referring to local municipally-run ‘leisure 

clubs’], it is however a fact that Jugoslavians, Arabs and Turkish communities in Denmark have 

their own central organisations [sic].” He went on to claim that Pakistani migrants in Denmark 

“need[ed] such a central service” to organize Muslim holidays and communicate with the 

Pakistani embassy in Stockholm on behalf of all Pakistanis in Denmark.84 A month later, in the 

June 1972 issue, the Pakistani Local Page announced that Pakistani workers were setting up a 

national organization in Denmark, which had sprung from “the common desire of the Pakistani 

community in Denmark to establish themselves on one platform.”85 The Local Pages of The 

Foreign Workers’ Magazine created a forum for migrant workers to form a sense of community 

and eventually organize themselves along community lines.

As it became clear that the Danish municipal authorities and trade unions mainly sought 

to serve their self-interests, migrant workers started rejecting their attempts at organizing them 

and used The Foreign Workers’ Magazine as a forum in which to voice their criticism. As early 

as March 1973, migrant workers were unsatisfied with their lack of influence in the running of 

leisure clubs. In an interview conducted by The Foreign Workers’ Magazine, migrant workers in 

the city of Roskilde expressed their resentment over their lack of a voice within the local 

municipal leisure club: “we want to be consulted in the foreign worker club... the foreign 

workers were not consulted before it was started. We think that’s wrong. It’s no use employing a 

Dane to run the whole thing.”86 In July 1973, a reader voiced a similar critique aimed at The 

Foreign Workers’ Magazine itself. The reader accused the magazine’s editorial staff of 

84 "Need for Central Pakistan Contact,” The Foreign Workers' Magazine, May 10, 1972, 11. Note: Since some of the 
articles on the Pakistani Local Pages were written in English, unlike the other articles that were written in Danish, I 
have decided to keep the original text with its occasional syntax and spelling errors. 
85 "Pakistani Workers Setting Up a National Organization,” Foreign Workers' Magazine, June 10, 1972, 11.
86 “We Want to Have A Voice in the Management of the Club,” The Foreign Workers' Magazine, March 10, 1973, 7.
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presenting itself as a platform for migrant workers, yet not including migrant workers in the 

actual publishing process: “...I am absolutely distraught by the way in which you make your 

magazine. I will start with the name ‘The Foreign Workers’ Magazine.’ This newspaper is totally 

and completely yours, [it] looks like ‘ours’ [migrant workers’] in name only…”87 Immigrants’ 

dissatisfaction with Danish-led initiatives and platforms for migrant workers, such as The 

Foreign Workers’ Magazine, was an important factor pushing them to begin forming their own 

independent organizations to protect their interests. 

Sparked by this dissatisfaction, migrant workers started founding the first independent 

immigrant organizations in the early 1970s. As with the Local Pages, migrants organized these 

earliest independent immigrants’ associations around ethno-national ties. Since these 

organizations themselves have left little source material to document their founding and daily 

proceedings, it is difficult to pinpoint their exact founding dates. The Foreign Workers’ 

Magazine alluded to their existence and work as early as August 1972.88 Such groups included, 

but were by no means limited to, the Pakistani Workers’ Club, the Yugoslav Association 

(Jugoslaviske forening), the Arab Association (Arabiske forening), the Indian Organization in 

Copenhagen, The Turkish Contact Center (Det tyrkiske kontaktcenter), and The Filipino 

Association in Denmark. 

In other cases, after Danish unions failed to address immigrants’ grievances, migrant 

workers adopted the unions’ own tactics towards their own goals. In 1974, forty Turkish foundry 

workers in the city of Gørlev organized a strike demanding higher wages after their repeated 

87 "Ny Linie på Bladet” [New Direction at the Magazine], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, July 10, 1973, 2. 
Translation mine. Original text: “For jeg er fuldstændig ulykkelig over den måde I laver Jeres blad på. Jeg vil 
begynde med navnet ‘Fremmedarbejderbladet’. Denne avis er helt og holdent Jeres, ser kun ud som ‘vores’ i 
navnet…” Note: Although some of the original Danish articles contained minor syntax and spelling errors, I have 
decided to correct them in my English translations to facilitate understanding since such errors did not add any 
additional insight.
88 The Foreign Workers' Magazine, August 10, 1972.
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appeals to their Danish union had failed to solve issues of underpayment.89 The Foreign Workers’ 

Magazine described this as the “first foreign workers’ strike.”90 The Turkish workers succeeded 

in forcing their employer to the negotiating table. They eventually reached a deal with both their 

employer and their Danish union to raise wages and guarantee that union representatives would 

perform routine checkups at the foundry to ensure work safety regulations were being met.91 

Through such early instances of immigrants mobilizing themselves outside Danish-led 

institutions, migrant workers were able to secure rights for themselves after being neglected by 

the Danish trade unions.    

For both migrant workers and their organizations, the oil crisis of 1973 was an important 

turning point in moving toward mobilizing across national lines. Following the global oil crisis, 

which saw the price of crude oil quadruple within a few months, Denmark suffered an economic 

depression and unemployment soared.92 This economic downturn pushed the Danish government 

to restrict the flow of migrant workers to the country. The result was a complete end to the 

issuing of work permits for immigrant workers on November 19th 1973.93 This new legislation 

became known as the “Foreign Worker Stop” (Fremmedarbejderstoppet).94  When parliament 

passed the new law, many immigrant workers who were already in Denmark worried their 

existing work permits would be suspended, which would force them to leave the country.95 

The new uncertainty brought on by the economic crisis gave immigrant workers a 

common cause to rally around, uniting them across nationalities. In January 1974, a month after 

89 ”Gørlev Strejke” [Gørlev Strike], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, March 10, 1974, 6; Mikkelsen, Transnational 
Identitet Under Forandring, 82.
90 “Gørlev Strejke,” 6. Translation mine. Original text: “…den første fremmedarbejderstrejke.”
91 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 82.
92 Jørgensen and Thomsen, "Crises Now and Then—Comparing," 252.
93 Ibid.
94 Jørgen Bæk Simonsen, “Globalization in Reverse and the Challenge of Integration: Muslims in Denmark,” in 
Muslims in the West: From Sojourners to Citizens ed. Yvonne Yazbeck Haddad (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2002), 123.
95 Ibid.
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the Danish government had announced the immigration stop, chairmen and members of the 

Turkish, Yugoslav and Pakistani associations co-wrote a protest letter addressed to the Danish 

Minister of Labor Erling Dinesen reprinted in The Foreign Workers’ Magazine.96 In the letter, the 

association representatives condemned the suspension of work permits for migrant workers, 

which they described as an “intervention into the conditions of foreign workers.”97 This initial 

protest letter laid the foundations for the first official immigrants’ organization that sought to 

unite migrant workers across national divides. 

On the 12th of February 1976, representatives from the same three national organizations 

that had co-signed the protest letter founded The Guest Workers’ Association (Gæstearbejdernes 

Fællesråd), the first cross-national immigrants’ organization in Denmark. This was in many 

ways the culmination of these early immigrants’ mobilization efforts since it built on the years of 

activist experience that preceded it. Galvanized by the Danish government’s decision to halt all 

labor immigration, the previously separate national immigrant organizations had united and used 

The Foreign Workers’ Magazine as a platform through which to pressure politicians to recognize 

the rights of migrant workers. In announcing the founding, the association’s spokesperson still 

referred to the labor minister’s announcement that had sparked the original protest letter three 

years earlier.98 By stopping any further labor migration to Denmark, the Danish state had thus 

contributed to consolidating and uniting the migrant workers who already resided in the country. 

In addition to uniting immigrant organizations, the 1973 foreign worker stop also brought 

another crucial issue to the forefront: family reunification. Danish employers had lobbied 

parliament for such legislation since the announcement of the labor immigration halt as they 

96 “Til Arbejdsministeren” [To the Minister of Labor], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, January 15, 1974, 2. 
97 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: “…indgreb i fremmedarbejdernes vilkår…”
98 “Gæstearbejdernes Fællesråd” [The Guest Workers’ Association], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, March 16, 
1976, 3.
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feared most migrant workers would leave Denmark to return to their families and take their 

cheap labor with them.99 Their hope was to encourage already-employed migrant workers to 

remain in the country by opening up a legal avenue for bringing in their families. These lobbying 

efforts succeeded and, in the spring of 1974, the Danish parliament passed a new family 

reunification law.100 The new law made it possible for migrant workers who had resident permits 

issued before November 1967 to bring their families to Denmark.101 After the foreign worker 

stop, family unification became the main source of immigration to Denmark and, unlike during 

the earlier period of labor immigration, female migrants started to arrive in larger numbers.102

Partly due to the new family reunification law, the 1973 foreign worker stop did not 

succeed in stopping immigration altogether, although it initially decreased the number of 

immigrants arriving in Denmark. Prior to the halt being implemented, more than 40,000 

immigrants had arrived in Denmark in 1973 alone.103 Annual immigration did not exceed 40,000 

again until 1989, and in fact net immigration was negative in the first three years following 1973 

when the immigration halt was introduced.104 This decrease in immigration was not permanent, 

however. Census data shows that in 1974, the total number of foreign residents in Denmark was 

89,855.105 Of these, 39,186 were from nations outside the Nordic countries, the EU and North 

America.106 Of these 39,186 residents, 21% were Turkish, 17% were Yugoslavian, and 10% were 

Pakistani.107 A decade later in 1984, the total number of foreign residents had increased to 

104,062, with 53,304 from non-Western countries. Of these 53,304 foreign residents, 33% were 

99 Simonsen, “Denmark, Islam and Muslims: Socioeconomic Dynamics and the Art of Becoming,” 17.
100 Jørgensen and Thomsen, "Crises Now and Then—Comparing," 252.
101 Simonsen, “Globalization in Reverse and the Challenge of Integration: Muslims in Denmark,” 123.
102 Simonsen, ”Denmark, Islam and Muslims: Socioeconomic Dynamics and the Art of Belonging,” 17.
103 Matthiessen, Immigration to Denmark, 9.
104 Ibid.
105 Ibid., 12.
106 Ibid. 
107 Ibid. 
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Turkish, 14% were Yugoslavian, and 13% were Pakistani.108 When one includes people who 

were born in Denmark to non-citizen, immigrant parents, the number increased to 159,819 in 

1984.109 Relative to the entire population of Denmark in 1984, immigrants and their descendants 

made up 3% of the total population.110 Such numbers indicate a steady increase in immigrants 

during this ten year period, in spite of the so-called ‘immigration halt.’

In contrast to the predominantly male labor immigration prior to the 1974 law, the 

immigration following the new family reunification measures was marked by an increasing 

number of women. From 1975, the number of immigrant women arriving from the three 

abovementioned countries began increasing: from approximately 800 women in 1975, the 

number of women arriving from Turkey, Pakistan and Yugoslavia increased to approximately 

1,500 in 1979.111 In 1979, the number of female immigrants from these three countries in fact 

exceeded the total number of male immigrants from the same countries before dropping again in 

the following years.112 And these figures only included women arriving from these three 

individual countries.

In the following decades, Denmark also saw an increase in refugees and asylum seekers 

fleeing conflict, which became another channel for immigrants generally and female immigrants 

in particular arriving in the country. Refugees became a considerable source of immigration 

particularly after the Danish parliament passed a new Aliens Act in 1983.113 The new law granted 

so-called ‘de facto’ refugees (people not considered refugees according to the 1951 Geneva 

Convention, but still deemed to be at high risk if returned to their country of origin) the right to 

108 Ibid.
109 Ibid., 13-14. 
110 Ibid., 14.
111 Kirsten Wismer, Anita Lange, and Lars Borchsenius, eds., Befolkningen i 150 År [The Population through 150 
Years] (Copenhagen: Danmarks Statistik, 2000), 52.
112 Ibid.
113 Ibid.
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asylum.114 Conflicts such as the Lebanese civil war from 1975 to 1990, the 1979 Iranian 

Revolution, the Iran-Iraq War between 1980 and 1988, and the Sri Lankan civil war that broke 

out in 1983, as well as oppressive dictatorships in countries like Chile under Pinochet, all 

resulted in a steady flow of refugees arriving in Denmark.115 From 1984 onwards, the annual 

number of refugees arriving remained between 4,000 and 7,000.116 The number of refugees 

peaked in 1995 when, following the breakup of the former Yugoslavia and the resulting civil 

war, Denmark granted residence permits to 20,000 refugees.117 Combined with the people 

arriving through the new family reunification measures, the increasing number of refugees meant 

that female migrants started to arrive in much larger numbers than before.118 These women would 

eventually form communities from which immigrant women’s mobilization efforts continued 

and intensified.

The Guest Worker period of labor migration marked a significant shift in Danish 

immigration history as a new phase of migrant workers arriving and eventually settling in 

Denmark. Besides introducing Denmark to new cultures, these migrant workers also brought 

their own activism and mobilization with them. Although initially dominated by Danish 

municipal authorities and trade unions, migrant workers eventually rejected the Danish 

institutions’ paternalistic and self-interested attitudes, organizing their own strikes and founding 

their own organizations to protect their interests. This activism intensified after the 1973 labor 

immigration halt and culminated in the Turkish, Pakistani and Yugoslavian national 

organizations founding the The Guest Workers’ Association (Gæstearbejdernes Fællesråd) in 

114 Sara Mielcke Hansen, “Udlændingelove 1983-2002,” in Danmarkshistorien (Aarhus: Aarhus University, 2016). 
115 Simonsen, “Globalization in Reverse and the Challenge of Integration: Muslims in Denmark,” 123; Mikkelsen, 
Transnational Identitet Under Forandring, 37.
116 Wismer, Lange, and Borchsenius, Befolkningen i 150 År, 53.
117 Wismer, Lange, and Borchsenius, Befolkningen i 150 År, 53.
118 Simonsen, “Denmark, Islam and Muslims: Socioeconomic Dynamics and the Art of Becoming,” 17.
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1976. Although these ‘guest workers’ were predominantly male, their mobilization and clashes 

with Danish institutions exposed and foreshadowed important fault lines between Danish 

organizations and immigrant activists. This would only become more pronounced as female 

immigrants started arriving in greater numbers and mobilizing themselves following the 1973 

labor immigration halt.

Chapter 2: Immigrant Women’s Early Activism, 1973-1988

In May 1975, two Pakistani women living in Denmark were shocked when the 

unemployment office informed them that their right to benefits had been suspended. In order to 

restitute their benefits, they had to submit proof of employment for a minimum of 30 days.119 

Earlier that month, the Pakistani women had declined an offer to work in the reception of the 

Scandinavia Hotel in the Danish city of Aarhus. Since the women had turned down a similar job 

offer to work in the reception of the Royal Hotel in November 1974 this counted as their second 

refusal of a job offer.120 According to Danish law, the second job refusal meant they lost all 

claims to unemployment benefits.121 

The Pakistani women refused to accept this ruling. They made it clear that they had 

declined both job offers because they would not be allowed to wear long pants under the 

119 “Afslår Arbejdstilbud og Mister Understøttelsen,” [Refuse Work Offer and Lose Welfare] The Foreign Workers' 
Magazine, June 17, 1975, 8.
120 “Unemployment Allowance Canceled after Women Refuse to Wear Skirts,” The Foreign Workers' Magazine, 
May 13, 1975, 11.
121 “Afslår Arbejdstilbud og Mister Understøttelsen,” 8.
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mandatory hotel uniform, which required the wearing of a short skirt. The women believed 

wearing the skirt uniform without pants underneath, thus exposing their legs, would be “a breach 

of [their] concept of morality.”122 They claimed the unemployment office and the hotels in 

question were discriminating against them: the hotels by imposing a uniform that did not allow 

them to observe their cultural and religious traditions, and the unemployment office by denying 

them benefits on the basis of refusing these jobs. In response to the suspension of their 

unemployment benefits, the Pakistani women stated in an interview with The Foreign Workers’ 

Magazine in June 1975 that they objected to the application of the law in question and intended 

to challenge it further: 

When there was a lack of workers it was accepted that we did not want specific 
jobs because it would be a breach of our concept of morality... But when there is a 
lack of work, such things are not taken into consideration. That is why the 
legislation must be changed. For us, it is a matter of principle that we will press 
further.123

The women, who had been in Denmark since before 1973, also made it clear that they viewed 

their loss of benefits as a consequence of the struggling Danish economy and high 

unemployment following the oil crisis. 

Since the Pakistani women were members of the Female Workers’ Union (Kvindeligt 

Arbejderforbund), the oldest women’s trade union in Denmark, one would assume that it would 

have defended them. Instead of supporting the women, however, the Female Workers’ Union 

chastised them for their refusal to accept the jobs and the mandatory uniforms. Their criticism 

came in the same June 1975 article of The Foreign Workers’ Magazine in which a union 

122 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: “…brud på vor moralopfattelse.”
123 “Afslår Arbejdstilbud og Mister Understøttelsen,” 8. Translation mine. Original text: “Da der var mangel på 
arbejdskraft kunne man godt acceptere, at vi ikke ønskede bestemte jobs fordi det ville være et brud på vores 
moralopfattelse… Men når der er mangel på arbejde, vil man ikke tage disse hensyn. Derfor må lovgivningen laves 
om. For os er det en principiel sag.”
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spokeswoman commented on the case. Hinting at larger tensions between the union and 

immigrant women beyond simply the Pakistani women’s case, the spokeswoman generalized the 

women’s refusal as allegedly emblematic of problematic attitudes of immigrant women as a 

whole: 

We have many foreign women who refuse work offers. Some find the wage to be 
too low, others don’t wish to work during the day because they don’t have anyone 
to look after the kids, others don’t want to work at night, some say their husbands 
don’t want them to come home late. But that won’t do. If you refuse to accept a 
work offer, you lose the right to unemployment benefits for five weeks. If the 
situation repeats itself, you won’t receive benefits until you have been employed 
for 30 days. That’s the law and we have to follow it, regardless of whether it 
concerns Danes or foreigners. If we accept the foreigners’ excuses we 
discriminate against the Danes. We wish to treat everyone the same.124

In her criticism, the spokeswoman adopted a maternalist tone and invoked several disparaging 

stereotypes, painting a picture of immigrant women as lazy, ungrateful, and wishing to exploit 

the Danish welfare system. She also failed to address the inherently gendered discriminatory 

policies of hotels that required female workers to wear revealing uniforms. 

The spokeswoman’s response presented immigrant women as separate from and 

incompatible with the values of the Female Workers’ Union. Despite her statement that the 

Female Workers’ Union “wish[ed] to treat everyone the same,” the spokeswoman made it clear 

that the oldest women’s union in Denmark was prepared to ignore employment issues that 

disproportionately affected immigrant women, such as mandatory and revealing dress codes.125 

Implicit in her critique was also the belief that only women who adopted Danish definitions of 

124 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: “Vi har mange udenlandske kvinder, der afslår tilbud om arbejde. Nogen 
finder lønnen for lav, andre ønsker ikke dagarbejde fordi de ikke kan få passet børnene, andre ønsker ikke at arbejde 
om natten, nogen siger deres mand ikke vil have at de kommer sent hjem. Men det går ikke. Nægter man at tage 
imod et arbejdstilbud, mister man retten til arbejdsløshedsunderstøttelse i fem uger. Gentager det sig, vil man ikke 
kunne modtage understøttelse før man har været i arbejde i 30 dage. Sådan siger loven, og den er vi nødt til at følge, 
hvadenten det drejer sig om danskere eller udlændinge. Hvis vi accepterer udlændingenes undskyldninger, 
diskriminerer vi danskerne. Vi ønsker at behandle alle ens.”
125 “Afslår Arbejdstilbud og Mister Understøttelsen,” 8. Translation mine. Original text: “Vi ønsker at behandle alle 
ens.”
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womanhood in terms of clothing and work had a legitimate claim to welfare benefits. The union 

thus joined the hotels in excluding the Pakistani women instead of standing in solidarity with 

them. 

The Female Workers’ Union’s dismissal of the two Pakistani women was particularly 

striking given its history of activism precisely on issues it listed as somehow being specific to 

immigrant women. The link between women’s liberation and financial independence was central 

to the Danish women’s movement in the 1960s and 1970s and the Female Workers’ Union itself 

had been fighting for women’s right to equal wages alongside male workers for over a decade. 

As early as 1960, union leader Edith Olsen had stated that the “unfair wage system” reflected 

that “women as a whole [were] viewed as second-class labor.”126 Given this history, the 

spokeswoman’s decision to chastise “foreign women” for refusing job offers if they considered 

the wage to be “too low” appears diametrically at odds with the Female Workers’ Union’s wider 

efforts to ensure equal wages for female workers that would allow them to be financially 

independent alongside men. Additionally, the union’s choice to list lack of access to childcare as 

an “excuse” limited to immigrant women was particularly inconsistent with the union’s own 

interests, considering that Danish women’s organizations had been pushing for childcare policies 

since at least 1959.127 The link between women’s access to employment and state-funded 

childcare had already been officially recognized more than a decade earlier when the Danish 

parliament passed the Child and Youth Care act in 1964 to facilitate women’s entry into the labor 

market.128 The act, which ensured universal access to childcare, was introduced partly due to the 

126 Edith Olsen, “Anden klasses arbejdskraft” [Second-Class Labor], Frie Kvinder 3 [Free Women], 1960, 16; 
Larsen, “From Feminist to Family Politics: Re-Doing Gender in Denmark after 1970,” 93.
127 Kristin A. Goss and Shauna L. Shames, “Political Pathways to Child Care Policy: The Role of Gender in State-
Building,” in Women and Politics around the World: A Comparative History and Survey, eds. Joyce Gelb and 
Marian Lief Palley (Santa Barbara: ABC-Clio, 2009), 151.
128 Evelyne Huber and John D. Stephens, Development and Crisis of the Welfare State: Parties and Policies in 
Global Markets (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2001), 144.
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advocacy work of women’s organizations.129 With its history of political activism on such issues, 

the Female Workers’ Union’s refusal to see the Pakistani women as facing the same systemic 

challenges as Danish women is particularly striking. 

Shedding light on the Female Workers’ Union’s hypocrisy with regard to immigrant 

women, other Pakistani women and segments of the wider Pakistani community in Denmark 

viewed the case as representative of Danish trade unions’ ongoing practice of discriminating 

against immigrant workers. Before the Danish editors of The Foreign Workers’ Magazine 

published the June 1975 article, the Pakistani Local Page had already reported on the case in an 

Urdu language article in the May 1975 issue. The article subheading read “trade union is adding 

to the difficulties of foreigners/expats rather than decreasing them.”130 The article expressed the 

author’s exasperation at the situation and directly questioned the motives of the Female Workers’ 

Union, which had arranged for both hotel reception jobs, suggesting it had set up the Pakistani 

women to have their benefits revoked. The author pointed out that the union would have known 

that the uniforms were not in accordance with the Pakistani women’s dress customs and its 

decision to arrange the hotel reception jobs knowing full-well that the women would not accept 

them “show[ed] that there [were] definitely elements present in these trade unions who hate[d] 

foreigners/expats and they want[ed] to bother them by any right or wrong means.”131 Although it 

is difficult to determine the validity of such claims against the Female Workers’ Union, the very 

fact that the article’s author and the Pakistani women themselves suspected such nefarious 

129 Goss and Shames, “Political Pathways to Child Care Policy: The Role of Gender in State-Building,” 151.
130 “Unemployment Allowance Canceled after Women Refuse to Wear Skirts," The Foreign Workers' Magazine, 

May 13, 1975, 11. Translation from Urdu by Waleed Zahoor. Original text: “ ٹریڈ یونین غیر مُلکیوں کی مشکالت حل کرنے
”کی بجائے ان کی مشکالت میں اضافہ کر رہی ہَے

131 Ibid. Translation from Urdu by Waleed Zahoor. Original text: اِس سے صاف پتہ چلتا ہے کہ اِس یُونین کے دفتر میں ضرور
ایسے عناصر بیٹھے ہوئے ہیں. جنکو غیر مُلکیوں سے شروع سے ہی نفرت ہے. اور وه ہر جائز اور ناجائز طریقے سے غیر مُلکیوں کو تنگ 

کرنا چاہتے ہیں.
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motivations from the Danish trade union implies larger pre-existing tensions between the two 

groups.

Unfortunately, there are no records documenting the outcome of the Pakistani women’s 

opposition. Despite its unknown resolution, this case is illuminating since it in many ways was 

representative of tensions both generally between immigrants and Danish unions and also 

specifically between immigrant women and Danish women’s organizations in the 1970s and 

1980s. It demonstrated how Danish women’s organizations like the Female Workers’ Union 

often conceptualized immigrant women as being outside their struggle for women’s liberation. 

But, crucially, it also captured how immigrant women challenged this exclusion and 

discrimination, gathering support from the large immigrant community in Denmark. 

The Pakistani women’s dispute with the Female Workers’ Union was but one of many 

examples of immigrant women’s early activism and mobilization in Denmark throughout the 

1970s and 1980s. As more women started arriving following the 1973 economic crisis, they 

began carving out representational spaces for themselves through means ranging from their 

writings and clothing to organizing strikes and founding their own organizations. Similar to the 

experiences of their male counterparts, immigrant women faced discrimination at the hands of 

Danish authorities and trade unions, but their position as both immigrants and women often 

intensified such marginalization. Through their opposition to such discrimination, these women 

exposed and critiqued contradictory and hypocritical policies within organizations theoretically 

dedicated to supporting immigrant women. The immigrant women’s early expressions of 

activism were often spontaneous and sporadic, but they nonetheless laid important ideological 

and practical foundations for more formal mobilization efforts starting in the late 1980s.
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Given the increase in female immigrants in Denmark after 1973 due to family 

reunification and refugees granted asylum, it should come as no surprise that the late 1970s and 

early 1980s witnessed increased political and economic mobilization among immigrant women. 

Just as immigrant men had initially been active within existing Danish organizations, some of the 

earliest recorded instances of immigrant women organizing took place within the immigrant 

associations founded by male immigrants. Although men tended to dominate the leadership roles 

of immigrant associations founded during the ‘guest worker era,’ immigrant women were also 

active within these groups.132 Often, women were involved with cultural promotion facets of 

these associations and created activist spaces of their own. For example, in August 1976, a group 

of Pakistani women organized an exhibition of Pakistani fashion, jewelry and Muslim customs 

called “The New Danes” at the Foreign Workers’ Festival, an event co-organized by various 

immigrant associations.133 

Although such activities may initially appear largely devoid of political meaning, their 

involvement allowed women to meet and form networks with other immigrant women in similar 

situations, a crucial starting point for the formation of a sense of group identity and belonging 

that paved the way for later mobilization. More importantly, seemingly innocuous subjects like 

clothing were far from apolitical, as the Pakistani women’s dress code dispute illustrated. This 

was especially notable in this case as the Pakistani women chose to entitle their exhibition “The 

New Danes.” Undoubtedly aware of the message they were sending, the women staked their own 

claims to Danish identity, challenging definitions of what it meant to be Danish and more 

specifically what it meant to be a Danish woman, while also affirming their intention to remain 

in the country. 

132 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 136.
133 “’De Nye Danskere,’” [‘The New Danes’], The Foreign Workers' Magazine, August 16, 1976, 9. Translation 
mine. Original exhibition title: “De Nye Danskere.”
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As with the predominantly male ‘guest workers,’ the earliest forms of immigrant women 

mobilizing independently in this period were primarily in response to specific and immediate 

grievances. The 1978 Turkish women’s factory strike at the Frederiksberg Metal Goods Factory 

was such a case, echoing the male Turkish workers’ 1974 Gørlev strike. The women had long 

held grievances against differential treatment between Danish and Turkish workers as well as 

unsafe working conditions, yet their employer’s threats of firings and deportation insinuations 

like “we have our contacts in the immigrant police” had kept them from taking action.134 But in 

the summer of 1978, the Turkish women had had enough and, led by Necla Musaoglu and 

Zennure Solakli, they issued a list of demands to their employer requesting better working 

conditions and equal treatment alongside their Danish co-workers. When their employer failed to 

meet their demands, the women called a strike.135 When asked about their decision to strike by 

the Redstocking magazine Women, Musaoglu stated that “there was a largely spontaneous 

agreement between [them, the Turkish women at the factory] because [they] were all affected by 

the same unfair conditions. [They] had a shared perception of the conditions [they] were fighting 

against.”136 The Turkish women successfully pressured their employer to enter into negotiations 

with their Danish trade union and they eventually met all the women’s demands, with the 

exception of salary increases.137 

Their victory was short-lived, however. The factory management quickly retaliated by 

announcing that seven workers would be fired, citing a dubious “decline in production” to justify 

their actions.138 To counter the management’s crackdown, the Turkish women, with Musaoglu 

134 Geske Lilsig and Christina Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen” [Danish and 
Foreign Workers Must Stand Together], Kvinder 22, October-November 1978, 3. Translation mine. Original text: 
“Vi har vores kontakter i fremmedpolitiet.”
135 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 3.
136 Ibid., 5. Translation mine. Original text: “Der var en ret spontan enighed mellem os, fordi vi alle var ramt af de 
urimelige forhold. Vi havde en fælles oplevelse af de forhold, vi kæmpede imod.” 
137 Ibid. 
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and Solakli in charge, attempted to organize another strike and called on their fellow Danish 

female workers at the factory to support them. But their Danish co-workers ignored their calls for 

solidarity. When their employers took the case to Labor Court to argue that their decision to fire 

the seven workers was justified, the Turkish women demonstrated outside the meetings with 

signs that read: “No to Political Firings – Rights are not something one gets; they are something 

one takes.” They also held up signs with the text “Danish and foreign workers must stand 

together in solidarity,” implicitly attacking their Danish female colleagues’ absence.139 Ignoring 

their protests, the Danish national umbrella organization of trade unions (LO) settled the case on 

behalf of the Turkish women and accepted the firings as justified.140 Unsurprisingly, Musaoglu 

ended up among the seven fired, which she herself blamed directly on her involvement with 

organizing the strikes.141

Like their Danish colleagues, the Turkish women’s Danish unions also failed to support 

the strikes and in fact directly undermined them at times. One examples of this was the umbrella 

organization of trade unions (LO), who negotiated on behalf of the Turkish workers in Labor 

Court and sided with their employer despite the women’s protests. In the interview with Women 

magazine, Solakli elaborated on how the Turkish women had felt abandoned and betrayed by the 

LO, who in theory was meant to represent them:

The decision that was made was reached by them [the LO] because we [Turkish 
women] were a minority. We do not understand that because a trade union is a 
workers’ organization, but they did not support our demands. It is the organization 
we pay membership fees to and yet they still sign[ed] a decision we [were] 
against.142

138 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 158.
139 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 5.
140 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 5.
141 Ibid.
142 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: ”Den beslutning, der blev taget, tog de, for vi var i mindretal. Det forstår vi 
ikke, for en fagforening er en arbejderorganisation, men de støttede ikke vores krav. Det er den organisation, vi 
betaler kontingent til, og alligevel underskriver de en beslutning, vi er imod.”
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Rather than supporting the Turkish women in their demands for equal treatment alongside 

Danish workers, the LO had undermined their efforts by siding with their Danish employer, 

implicitly sanctioning the workplace discrimination. 

Besides the LO, individual unions also added to the Turkish women’s struggles against 

unequal treatment in the workplace. Two Danish unions were active in the factory, namely the 

Female Workers’ Union and the Specialist Workers’ Union in Denmark (SiD). In her interview 

with Women magazine, Solakli explained that she and her fellow striking workers had not 

received any support from the Danish unions during either of their two strikes. In fact, she stated 

that during the second strike Ethel Christensen, one of the union leaders, had sided with their 

employer and issued threats to get the Turkish women back to work.143 After the initial strike, the 

Turkish women had elected Musaoglu and Solakli as union representatives. Following the Labor 

Court case, however, their employer refused to recognize or negotiate with any Turkish union 

representatives, citing the Turkish women’s status as non-citizens and translation costs as their 

official reasons.144 The Turkish women strongly objected to their employer’s decision, arguing 

that none of the officially stated reasons made sense since translators would still be needed for 

Danish-speaking union representatives to communicate with the majority Turkish workers in the 

factory.145 The Danish unions initially protested this ban, but eventually caved to the employer’s 

demands and accepted the ban on Turkish union representatives, despite the majority of the 

Turkish workers opposing it.146 Despite its unfortunate ending, the Turkish women’s strike was a 

testament to immigrant women’s activism even prior to forming official organizations. 

143 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 5.
144 Ibid., 4.
145 Ibid.
146 Ibid.
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Although immigrant women rarely found support from their Danish co-workers and trade 

unions, they sometimes discovered allies in immigrant men. Both the Danish and immigrant 

male editors of The Foreign Workers’ Magazine supported issues central to the women’s 

movement as early as 1972. This was reflected in the magazine editors’ decision to print several 

educational articles on topics ranging from contraceptives, abortion, and gender equality in 

Danish, Turkish, Urdu and Yugoslavian.147 Similarly, Musaoglu, Solakli and the other Turkish 

women found their closest allies not in their Danish female co-workers, but in the male Turkish 

workers employed at the same factory. Since the women “self-organized to bring attention to 

their position primarily as immigrants, not women,” and many of the immigrant men working in 

the factory were relatives or acquaintances of the striking women, the women themselves viewed 

the male workers as their most natural allies.148 Indeed, Solakli stated that one of the lessons she 

took away from the strike was importance of “agreement and solidarity,” both among the 

Turkish women themselves but also with regards to the male Turkish workers.149 Their decision 

to highlight their position as immigrants more than as women indicated that the striking Turkish 

women viewed their marginalization as stemming from multiple sources. They were also able to 

leverage this to their advantage as they sought support from their fellow male immigrant workers 

after being abandoned by their female Danish co-workers and unions. 

Despite immigrant men supporting immigrant women in cases like the Turkish women’s 

strike, official immigrants’ organizations tended to be silent on immigrant women’s issues. The 

Guest Workers’ Association, the first cross-national immigrants’ organization founded in 1976, 

was an example of this. Its 1981 proposal entitled “The Situation of Immigrant Workers in 

147 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 99-101. 
148 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 158.
149 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 5. Translation mine. Original 
text: ”...enigheden er så afgørende for den strejke, vi har. Denne forståelse fik i gennem aktionen, hvor der var stor 
enighed og solidaritet mellem os.”
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Denmark 1981,” which laid out the organization’s proposals for Danish policy changes to 

improve conditions for immigrant workers, reflected this lack of attention to women’s issues. In 

the 36 pages on subjects ranging from children’s education to the labor market, there was no 

specific mention of immigrant women. The only reference to women was in relation to childcare, 

namely in the proposal’s suggestion to open “play schools” as a way for immigrant children 

whose mothers worked from home to spend less time in public childcare institutions.150 Although 

this example showed the Guest Workers’ Association’s awareness that some immigrant women 

worked outside the home, it also implied that it considered women the main caregivers when it 

came to children. Such a general lack of focus on immigrant women’s issues within pre-existing 

immigrants’ organizations provided additional incentive for immigrant women to form their own 

associations, much like Danish women had founded their own organizations and unions separate 

from Danish men in order to advance their own cause. 

Although Danish women’s organizations generally excluded immigrant women, more 

radical segments of the Danish women’s movement, namely the Redstockings, were more 

cognizant of considerations of race and citizenship status. In 1978, the editorial board of the 

Redstockings magazine Women dedicated an issue to exploring the plight of immigrant women 

in Denmark. In this issue, the editorial described immigrant women as “oppressed on all sides. 

Oppressed as a class, oppressed as foreigners, and oppressed as women.”151 In the same issue, 

Redstocking members Geske Lilsig and Christina Hee Pedersen reported on the Turkish 

women’s strike in an article tellingly entitled “Danish and Foreign Workers Must Stand 

Together.”152 Indeed, the Redstockings showed awareness of women’s different position in 

150 Stathis Rigas, The Situation of Immigrant Workers in Denmark 1981 - Proposals for an Immigrant 
Policy (Copenhagen: The Immigrants Council in Denmark, 1981), 10.
151 “Tre-Dobbelt Undertrykt” [Triply Oppressed], Kvinder 22, October-November 1978, 1. Translation mine. 
Original text: ”Fremmedarbejderkvindernes problemer er især uoverskuelige – de er undertrykte på alle leder. 
Undertrykte som klasse, undertrykte som fremmede og undertrykte som kvinder.”
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society based on various aspects of their identity besides gender. In an article in the 1975/1976 

issue of Women, an anonymous author pointed out that besides sharing the experience of being 

women, “women are also positioned differently based on which social group [they] come from, 

based on whether [they] have children, are married, are lesbian, based on what possibilities 

[they] have to change [their] situation.”153

The Redstockings’ awareness of intersecting forms of discrimination within the women’s 

liberation struggle was partially shaped by the movement’s international roots. The Danish 

founders were inspired both by the American feminist organization of the same name as well as 

the American Civil Rights Movement.154 In a 1974 collection of Redstocking members’ memoirs, 

Signe Anfred shed further light on their connection to American intersectional feminists as she 

recounted how her decision to join the Redstockings was in part prompted by a lecture she had 

attended on minority women in the US. She explained how she had related to the plight of black 

women as both she and they were “oppressed on the basis of physical biological traits,” one by 

sex and the other by skin color.155 The Danish Redstockings even organized a women’s festival 

with American black feminist icon Angela Davis.156 Such activities and international connections 

show  Redstockings activists’ awareness of the struggles non-white women faced in both 

Denmark and the US. 

Yet despite their awareness of immigrant women’s plight in Denmark and how multiple 

sources of oppression can compound, the Redstockings’ intersectional ideas did not spread 

widely in Danish society. With a highly decentralized, anti-hierarchical structure, the 

152 Lilsig and Hee Pedersen, “Danske og Udenlandske Arbejdere Må Stå Sammen,” 4. 
153 “Vi Har Brug for en Kvindebevægelse,” Kvinder 5 (1975/1976) in Bladet KVINDER 1975-1984 ed. Signe Anfred 
(Tiderne Skifter, 2015), 6. Translation mine. Original text: “Men kvinder er også forskelligt stilled, alt efter hvilken 
samfundsgruppe vi kommer fra, efter om vi har børn, er gift, er lesbiske, efter hvilke muligheder vi har for at 
forandre vor situation.”
154 Andreassen, “From a Collective Women’s Project to Individualized Gender Identities,” 72.
155 Walter, “The Embodiment of Ugliness and the Logic of Love: The Danish Redstocking Movement,” 114.
156 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 95.
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Redstockings activists aimed mainly to confront and dismantle the everyday mindsets and 

practices that reproduced patriarchal structures in society.157 The Redstockings were also a short-

lived movement, having mostly disappeared from the public sphere by the late 1970s.158 As 

mentioned earlier, the Redstockings were also among the most radical groups in the Danish 

women’s movement. Beyond the importance of class, their intersectional ideas were not 

embraced by the mainstream feminist movement. 

But the Redstockings were not alone in drawing inspiration from international and 

intersectional feminist movements. Even in these early days of mobilization in the 1970s, 

international feminist thoughts and activists were influencing immigrant women in Denmark. 

Between 1975 and 1980, the Turkish feminist group Progressive Women’s Organization (PWO) 

advocated for improving the living conditions and educational prospects of poor and working-

class women in Turkey. After a military coup in Turkey in 1980, the PWO was forced to shut 

down its activities in Turkey, but it relocated and eventually opened an office in Copenhagen.159 

In its newsletter, PWO initiated discussions about Turkish immigrant women’s divided identities 

as women, foreigners, and workers in Europe.160 Such views mirrored the Redstockings’ 

statement that immigrant women were “triply oppressed” based on gender, race, and class.161 

Similarly, in February 1977, the Pakistani Local Pages of The Foreign Workers’ 

Magazine reported that Mrs. Sheikh Manzoor Ilahi had been appointed head of the new 

Scandinavian branch of the Pakistani “women’s department” led by Nusrat Bhutto, then First 

Lady of Pakistan.162 The aim of the branch headed by Mrs. Sheikh was to “identify the problems 

157 Walter, “The Embodiment of Ugliness and the Logic of Love: The Danish Redstocking Movement,” 111.
158 Ibid., 120.
159 Shield, Immigrants in the Sexual Revolution, 159.
160 Ibid.
161 “Tre-Dobbelt Undertrykt,” 1.
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faced by Pakistani women in Denmark” and “implement efforts to solve these problems.”163 Not 

only were such cross-national women’s organizations important for immigrant women 

eventually developing their own organizations in Denmark, they also foreshadowed the 

increasingly crucial role that international perspectives were to play in immigrant women’s 

future organizations within Denmark.

Such international influences were clearly visible in the earliest immigrant women’s 

organizations. Among the first was the Danish-Latin American Women’s Association founded in 

1977 by both Danish and Latin American women.164 With its international background and focus, 

this association was also marked by a strong sense of socialist and Third World solidarity. The 

founders and member of Latin American backgrounds were primarily Chilean political refugees 

who had fled Pinochet’s regime. Chilean refugee women often had backgrounds in socialist 

activism, unlike the majority of immigrant women who had arrived through family 

reunification.165 Although the association aimed to discuss female and class struggles in both 

Denmark and Latin America, its aim was primarily to raise awareness about the political 

situation in Chile. Its focus was more international than domestic and as such it did not deal 

specifically with immigrant women’s issues within Denmark. Despite this, the Danish-Latin 

American Women’s Association served as an important example of the international roots of 

immigrant women’s political mobilization going all the way back to the 1970s.

162 “Mrs. Sheikh Appointed as Head of Women’s Department in Scandinavia,” The Foreign Workers' Magazine, 
February 24, 1977, 11.

163 Ibid., Translation from Urdu by Waleed Zahoor. Original text:  کہ ڈنمارک میں پاکستانی خواتین کے مسائل کو ترتیب دیا"
جائے" اور "ان مسائل کو حل کرنے کی کوشش کیجائے گی."

164 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet, 151.
165 Malene Fenger-Grøndahl, “Finding Their Own Way: Revolutionary Adult Feminism and Well-Behaved Veiled 
Girlhood,” in Negotiating Identity in Scandinavia: Women, Migration and the Diaspora ed. Haci Akman (New 
York: Berghahn Books, 2014), 94.
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Building upon these efforts, the 1980s witnessed a growth in immigrant women’s 

associations specifically focused on the domestic issues they faced in Denmark. The time period 

became known among scholars as “the decade of political mobilization among immigrants,” in 

which immigrants founded important multiethnic organizations.166 Among these was the 

Immigrant Associations’ Coalition (IND-sam), founded in 1981 as a national umbrella 

organization designed to unite various immigrant organizations, which included a women’s 

committee.167 In the period 1981 to 1985, 208 immigrant organizations were active in Denmark, 

of which 22 or 10.6% were multiethnic.168 This more than doubled the total number of immigrant 

organizations between 1965 and 1975, which had counted 74.169 In the same period 1981 to 1985, 

immigrant women founded six new women’s organizations, compared to only a single women’s 

organization established between 1976 and 1980.170 This trend continued in the second half of the 

decade as immigrant women created an additional seven organizations between 1986 and 1990.171

Starting in the 1970s when female immigration became much more pronounced, 

immigrant women were actively advocating and fighting for their rights in Denmark. Continuing 

and building on the efforts of the male immigrants who had come before them, these women’s 

efforts were marked by tensions with Danish trade unions and women’s organizations. Through 

these tensions, immigrant women exposed contradictions between these organizations’ stated 

aims and their actual practices of excluding non-Danish women. As immigrant women’s 

166 Marco Goli and Shahamak Rezaei, Active Civic Participation of Immigrants in Denmark, POLITIS (Oldenburg: 
University of Oldenburg, 2005), 6. 
167 Hussain, “Etniske Minoriteters Politiske Mobilisering i Danmark,” 163; Flemming Mikkelsen, Indvandrere og 
Civilsamfund: En Forskningsoversigt vedrørende Etniske Minoriteters Deltagelse i Civilsamfundet samt 
Kulturmødet mellem Minoriteter og Danskere på Arbejdspladsen, i Boligområder og i Foreninger, AMID Working 
Paper Series 19 (Aalborg: Aalborg University, 2006), 14; “Vi Må Lære at Leve Med Begge Kulturer,” [We Must 
Learn to Live with Both Cultures], Samspil, 3, January 1984, 24. 
168 Goli and Rezaei, Active Civic Participation of Immigrants in Denmark, 29.
169 Ibid.  
170 Mikkelsen, Transnational Identitet, 66.
171 Ibid. 
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mobilization efforts became more established, they were increasingly marked by intersectional 

ideas and international ties, initially to the women’s countries of origin. The 1970s and early 

1980s period of immigrant women’s mobilization laid the foundations for the next generation of 

organizations. They paved the way for the establishment of women’s organizations like Soldue, 

founded in 1988, which called for solidarity among immigrant women in Denmark across 

national lines based on their shared experiences of compounded forms of discrimination in 

Danish society. With organizations like Soldue, immigrant women’s mobilization moved into a 

new phase, but they owed their existence to the individuals and efforts that had come before 

them.
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Chapter 3: The First Immigrant Women’s Organizations, 1988-1993

In the late 1980s, immigrant women expanded upon their earlier mobilization efforts to 

create more permanent cross-national organizations. Rather than operating on an ad hoc basis, 

these new organizations developed institutional roots that allowed them to develop both their 

reach and capacity to address immigrant women’s issues more systematically and 

comprehensively. While earlier activists had discussed the multidimensional sources of 

discrimination they faced in Denmark, starting in the late 1980s, immigrant women explicitly 

placed intersectionality at the center of their mission within these new organizations. They 

highlighted how gender and class intersected to shape different experiences of marginalization 

for women across socio-economic classes. Taking this analysis even further, however, these 

immigrant women also demonstrated how race, citizenship status and religious discrimination 

contributed to the exclusion immigrant women faced in Danish society. Through these 

organizations, Danish immigrant feminists also forged links with existing international women 

and Third World movements. In making these connections, they put their experiences in 

Denmark into a global perspective. They thereby participated in and advanced the kinds of 
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transnational exchanges that had historically been central to other activists advancing 

intersectionality theories in minority communities in the Western world and throughout the 

Global South. 

One of the first and most important of these new immigrant women’s organizations was 

Soldue, whose history and characteristics encapsulated this new generation of immigrant 

women’s mobilization. Although its founding members had been discussing the need for an 

organization like Soldue since 1986, it would take a crisis to galvanize them. In the summer of 

1988 such a crisis materialized as Danish center-left female politician Ritt Bjerregaard proposed 

a law that stipulated immigrant women would lose their right to welfare benefits if they did not 

learn Danish within a specific timeframe.172 Soldue founding member Hardarshan Kaur Gill 

criticized the proposal as “horrible and degrading,” and dismissed Bjerregaard’s tone 

“patronizing.”173 Gill and other founding members Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm, Rosa 

Labarca and Gali Chavez had already worked together to advocate for immigrant women in 

Denmark. Ahead of the 1988 Nordic Forum gathering of women’s organizations from across 

Scandinavia, the four women had worked to compile clippings of Danish newspapers’ coverage 

of immigrant women to present at the conference in Oslo, Norway.174 They titled their 

compilation Immigrant Women: Glimpses from the Danish Debate and included their own 

commentary at the beginning of each themed section, which included “Family Reunification,” 

“Integration,” and “Racism.”175 When Bjerregaard announced her proposal in the summer of 

172 Hardarshan Kaur Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” [The Story of Soldue – A 
New Organization for Immigrant Women], Soldue 1, March 1989, 2.
173 Ibid.
174 Hardarshan Kaur Gill, Filomenita Høgsholm Mongaya, Rosa Labarca and Gali Chavez, Indvandrerkvinder: Glimt 
fra den Danske Debat [Immigrant Women: Glimpses from the Danish Debate], (Tredje Verdens Stemme, 1988); 
Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 3.
175 Gill, Mongaya, Labarca and Chavez, Indvandrerkvinder: Glimt fra den Danske Debat. 
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1988, this simply functioned as the last push for Gill, Mongaya Høgsholm, Labarca and Chavez 

who founded Soldue to oppose this new law proposal.176

Despite its apparent similarities to earlier immigrant women’s actions, Soldue marked a 

crucial shift from previous practices of activism in several ways. Unlike previous immigrant 

women’s activist efforts, Soldue’s founders channeled the initial protest movement against 

Bjerregaard’s proposal into creating a long-term organization ready to take on issues beyond just 

the proposal. Even after the proposal was struck down, Gill and her fellow founding members 

grasped the moment to make Soldue a permanent institution to unite and organize immigrant 

women to oppose any future legislation that might affect them as a group.177 As a marker of their 

institutional robustness, Soldue began publishing its own magazine Soldue: A Magazine for, on 

and by Immigrant Women on March 8th, 1989, which the founders had chosen since it fittingly 

also marked International Women’s Day.178

Another important aspect that differentiated Soldue from previous initiatives was how the 

group integrated women across national lines. With their Indian, Filipino and Chilean 

backgrounds, the founding members created one of the first multi-ethnic immigrant women’s 

organizations in Denmark. By the time they put out their first issue of the Soldue magazine in 

March 1989, the editorial board had expanded its national diversity to include immigrant women 

from Pakistan, Turkey and Sri Lanka.179 Beyond the diversity of the leadership itself, they 

actively solicited and received article contributions from an even wider range of nationalities. 

Indeed, the early issues of Soldue included a note to readers that they could submit articles in any 

language and the editorial board would have them translated into Danish and published.180 

176 Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 2.
177 Ibid. 
178 Publication info, Soldue 1 (March 1989), 1.
179 Ibid.  
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The organization’s name itself and the subsequent title of its magazine also reflected that 

it was their shared experience of being immigrant women in Denmark, not their nationalities, 

that united them. The founding members chose the name Soldue, which translates to “Sun Dove” 

in English. They chose it because the sun represented warmth and light, which the women felt 

there was too little of in Denmark, while the dove represented peace, which they argued there 

was too little of in their home countries.181 Similarly, the magazine subtitle “Soldue – a magazine 

for, about, and by immigrant women” highlighted their experience as immigrant women as the 

uniting factor.182 With its institutional robustness and multi-ethnic profile, Soldue marked a 

substantial break with previous instances of immigrant women’s mobilization. 

Soldue also represented a new form of immigrant women’s organization through its 

unprecedented articulations of intersectionality, which the founders made a dominant theme in 

their magazine from its first issue. From the very beginning, Soldue feminists argued that 

oppressive patriarchal systems could not be viewed in isolation. Rather, they contended, the 

barriers immigrant women faced in Denmark were the product of layered forms of 

discrimination originating from multiple sources. In the inaugural issue of their magazine in 

March 1989, the women of Soldue argued that they considered their marginalization in Danish 

society to be not just shaped by their gender, but also by their status as non-white, non-citizens 

and often religious minorities. Founding member Gill maintained that immigrant women 

suffered from “double discrimination” in Danish society:

Immigrant women suffer from double discrimination – as women in relation to 
men and in Danish society as the weakest of the immigrants. It is always us who 
are scolded and who need to be changed. It is our scarves and veils the Danish 
authorities want to rip off – without asking us beforehand.183

180 “Synspunkt” [Point of View], Soldue 1, March 1989, 10.
181 Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 2.
182 Soldue 1, March 1989, 1.
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Her use of the term “scolded” was undoubtedly deliberate in attacking the Danish state and 

feminist organizations’ maternalist feminist attitudes towards immigrant women. In the second 

issue, Chilean immigrant Andrea Veragare Meersohn reasserted that racist and patriarchal 

ideologies often worked together to oppress immigrant women:

Reality shows that hatred and aggression [based on racist ideologies] only serve to 
cement foreign groups’ ghetto-like behavior and adherence to their social 
patterns. Thus I think some foreign women are victims in a double sense, since 
racism and patriarchalism often join hands in the fight against women’s 
liberation.184 
Meersohn’s article also spoke to another important issue Soldue routinely addressed, 

namely oppressive, patriarchal behavior within immigrant communities themselves. As she 

pointed out, the racism immigrants faced in Danish society often placed immigrant women in 

difficult situations. These women had to simultaneously fight racist narratives that portrayed 

gender-based violence and patriarchal values as somehow being intrinsic to ‘immigrant culture’ 

while also challenging patriarchal traditions in their own communities.185 As such, immigrant 

women, and especially Muslim immigrant women, were generally left with little space to address 

serious problems within their own communities without seemingly supporting such racist and 

colonial narratives.186 Their position only became more difficult as a form of “culturalization” of 

public debate took place in the early 1980s. This meant that Danish media and public debates 

increasingly focused on the culture of immigrant groups, especially Muslim immigrants, thus 

183 Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 2. Translation mine. Original text: 
“Indvandrerkvinder lider under dobbelt discrimination – som kvinder i forhold til mænd og i det danske samfund 
som de svageste af indvandrerne. Der er altid os, som bliver skældt ud, og som skal laves om. Det er vore tørklæder 
og slør, som de danske myndigheder vil rive af – uden at spørge os i forvejen.”
184 Andrea Veragare Meersohn, “Racisme i Danmark” [Racism in Denmark] Soldue 2, May/June 1989, 2. 
Translation mine. Original text: “Virkeligheden viser, at had og agressivitet kun fører til at cementere fremmede 
gruppers ghetto-lignende opførsel og fastholden ved deres sociale mønstre. Således tror jeg, at nogle fremmede 
kvinder er ofre i dobbeltforstand, eftersom racism og patriarkalisme ofte tager hinanden i hånden i kampen mod 
kvindernes frigørelse.”
185 Razack, Casting Out, 138.
186 Ibid. 
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imposing a new hegemonic framework through which to discuss immigration and integration 

issues.187 

As it created a space away from public scrutiny, Soldue became a forum for immigrant 

women to openly debate gender issues within their own communities away from the highly-

charged public Danish debate on patriarchal immigrant groups. An example of this came when, 

in its second issue from May/June 1989, the magazine published an opinion piece by a Muslim 

Palestinian woman named Rudayna Husseini Andersen who questioned the priorities of 

organizations like Soldue when it came to improving immigrant women’s situation in Denmark. 

In her article, Husseini Andersen argued that the “patriarchal cultural heritage” of many 

immigrant families and especially men was a more important issue to address than Denmark’s 

“few racists and numerous bureaucrats:”

We come from patriarchal, Oriental societies where the family’s protection is the 
frame for our rights. Our societies are developing. We still care about the family, 
but we are also individuals… How and against whom shall we fight? Our own 
men and families’ obsessive thoughts from their patriarchal cultural heritage? Our 
nations’ ‘enemies’ who with bloody violence have taken over our land, 
demolished our houses. These enemies who are against our mere existence in our 
mother land and who have caused our flight to Denmark and other countries 
around the world? Or shall we fight against our host country’s few racists and 
numerous bureaucrats who have never tried caring for people like us before?188

Given that the Soldue editors and leaders routinely emphasized the need to fight racism and 

patriarchy simultaneously, it is clear that not all women in Soldue agreed with Husseini 

Andersen’s argument. But the article not only highlighted the differences in opinions among 

187 Yilmaz, How the Workers Became Muslims, 43.
188 Rudayna Husseini Andersen, “Vi Skal Selv Være med til at Bestemme!” [We Must Be Part of Deciding for 
Ourselves!] Soldue 2, May/June 1989, 9. Translation mine. Original text: “Vi kommer fra patriarkalske, orientalske 
samfund, hvor families beskyttelse er rammen om vore rettigheder. Vore samfund er i udvikling. Vi holder stadig af 
familien, men er også individer… Hvordan og hvem er det vi skal kæmpe imod? Vore egne mænd og familiers 
tvangstanker fra den patriarkalske kulturarv? Vor nations ‘fjender,’ som med blodig vold har overtaget vort land, 
jævnet vore huset med jorden. Disse fjender, som er imod selveste vores eksistens I vort eget fædreland, og som har 
forårsaget vores flugt til Danmark og andre lande i verden? Eller skal vi kæmpe mod vort værtslands få racister og 
flere bureaukrater, some ikke har prøvet at tage sig af mennesker som os før?”
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immigrant women on how best to improve their situation in Denmark, it also demonstrated how 

Soldue acted as a forum in which women could present and debate their differing views on how 

to fight discrimination both within their own communities and the wider Danish society.

Soldue actively encouraged debate on topics related to immigrant women’s experiences 

in Denmark. The editors were especially concerned with how young immigrant women or the 

daughters of immigrants were balancing pressures from Danish society on the one hand and 

family expectations on the other. For this, they created a special Youth Section in the magazine 

edited by Meryem Sert in which young people of immigrant backgrounds could share their 

stories, debate issues, and ask for advice. In this Youth Section, young girls shared their stories, 

such as Nadia in the January 1990 issue:

Family is usually the most important thing for them [immigrant girls]. But we 
must learn to take charge of our own lives and realize that it is not only boys who 
can take care of themselves… Lastly I want to say that us girls must stand up and 
say: “God has given us a life and I want the right to live it”189

Through initiatives like the Youth Section, Soldue created a forum in which immigrant women 

across age groups could discuss gender issues not only within Danish society as a whole but also 

within their own communities and families. 

But Soldue’s outlook was not limited to the Danish domestic scene: as would be expected 

given its founders’ international backgrounds, Soldue was continually in contact with and 

influenced by women’s movements around the world. Soldue’s international identity and focus 

were inscribed in its first 1989 publication. In the first issue of the Soldue magazine, Gill stated 

that the organization aimed to be “a link between Denmark and the Third World.”190 This quickly 

189 Nadia, “Hullet i Min Tilværelse – Blade fra En Dagbog” [The Hole in My Existence – Pages from a Diary] 
Soldue 5, January 1990, 19. Translation mine. Original text: “Familien er som regel det vigtigste for dem 
[indvandrerpiger]. Men vi må lære at styre vores liv selv, og indse at det ikke kun er drengene, der kan klare sig… 
Til sidst vil jeg sige, at vi piger bliver nødt til at stille os op og råbe: ‘Gud har givet mig et liv, og det vil jeg også 
have lov at leve!”
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proved to be true as already in second issue in May/June 1989, Soldue started reporting on 

developments from women’s movements throughout the Global South. In this second issue, 

Soldue published an article from the Indian magazine Frontier on an Indian women’s conference 

held in February 1988 in the city of Patna. The article, translated into Danish, detailed how 

around 600 “women activists” had discussed topics ranging from property ownership to violence 

against women. It also showed the activists’ clear understanding of the intersections of gender 

and class, arguing that “although there is a need for awareness of women-specific problems, such 

as unequal pay, rural women’s struggle cannot survive independently of a broader farmers’ 

mobilization.”191 Soldue’s reprinting of such an article showed its editors’ connections with 

international women’s movements articulating intersectionality prior to the concept’s 

mainstream popularization following Crenshaw’s 1989 article and Third Wave feminists’ 

adaptation.

Besides the Indian women’s movement, the Soldue editors also had ties to other women’s 

groups around the world. Prior to founding Soldue, Gill had previously worked in Tanzania, 

where she had helped found the Tanzania Media Women’s Association (TAMWA) alongside 

Tanzanian women in 1986.192 In 1990, she returned to Tanzania but stayed in touch with Soldue 

through letters regularly published in the magazine. But Soldue’s international contacts were not 

limited to the Global South. In August 1989, Gill visited The Ikwewak Justice Society of 

Manitoba in Canada run by First Nations women activists. Upon her return to Denmark, Gill 

reflected on her experiences in Canada stating that “[she] was greatly inspired by meeting these 

190 Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 1.
191 Rajashri Dasgupta, “Kræv Friheden Tilbage!” [Demand Freedom Back!] Soldue 2, May/June 1989, 19. Translated 
to Danish by Dina Vanell. My translation from Danish to English. Original Danish text: “Man enedes om, at selv om 
der er brug for bevidsthed om kvindespecifikke problemer, såsom ulige løn, kan landbokvindernes kamp ikke 
overleve uafhængig af en bredere bondeorganisering.”
192 Hardarshan Kaur Gill, “Kære Soldue” [Dear Soldue] Soldue 6, October 1990, 22. 
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active women and even though the situation in Canada [was] very different from Denmark, [she] 

th[ought] immigrant women here c[ould] learn something from [their] Native American 

sisters.”193

Although Soldue activists found inspiration in women’s movements around the world, 

they perhaps identified most with the work of other immigrant women’s organization in contexts 

similar to their own. Soldue’s third issue included a translated article from the Norwegian 

immigrant women’s organization Foreign Women’s Group entitled “Ten Years’ Fight against 

Racism, for Equality.”194 The article by Fakhra Salimi detailed how the Norwegian Foreign 

Women’s Group was part of an international network of immigrant women’s groups concerned 

with the plight of minority women in the US and Europe, all the while emphasizing the need to 

view racism and sexism as part and parcel of the same social structures.195 Salimi also recounted 

the Foreign Women’s Group’s repeated experience of being excluded and criticized by the 

Norwegian women’s movement. Dismissing the Foreign Women’s Group’s intersectional 

approach, these Norwegian feminists had claimed that “the struggle against racism could not be 

equated with the fight against the patriarchy and capitalism.”196 Salimi ended on an optimistic 

note, however, as she detailed how immigrant women had been able to influence the mainstream 

Norwegian women’s movement and expand Norwegian understandings of equality more 

broadly. As Salimi wrote, “the immigrant women’s struggle has also changed the perception of 

equality. Herein lies that equality is no longer contained to the relation between genders, but also 

193 Hardarshan Kaur Gill, “Indianerne Kæmper Stadig – Ikke Mindst Kvinderne” [Native Americans Still Fighting – 
Not Least the Women] Soldue 3 (October 1989), 21. Translation mine. Original text: “Jeg blev vældig inspireret af 
at møde disse aktive kvinder og selv om situationen i Canada er meget forskellig fra Danmark, synes jeg at 
indvandrerkvinder her godt kan lære noget af vore ‘indianske’ søstre.”
194 Fakhra Salimi, ”Ti Års Kamp mod Racisme, for Ligestilling,” [Ten Years’ Fight against Racism, for Equality], 
Soldue 3, October 1989, 2. 
195 Ibid., 3.
196 Ibid., 4. Translation mine. Original text: ”Det blev hævdet, at kampen mod racisme ikke kunne regnes på linie 
med patriarkatet og kapitalismen.”
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between races.”197 The Soldue editors’ decision to translate the Norwegian article and reprint it in 

their own magazine showed how they identified with the immigrant women’s struggle in 

Norway and undoubtedly viewed its successful development as a model to emulate. 

Expanding on its intersectional ideas, Soldue took its analysis further by exposing how 

Western feminists tended to replicate colonial power structures vis-à-vis female activists in the 

Global South. In her article from January 1990, Auma Ochanda delivered a hard-cutting critique 

of Western feminist organizations’ tendencies to impose maternalist feminist ideas on non-

Western women. In the context of African women’s movements, Ochanda linked such 

tendencies to colonial logic and Western feminists’ failure to recognize that their own 

experiences may not be universally applicable to all women:

Overall, women in Africa were preoccupied with the struggle of survival, while 
the Western women’s movement was busy finding solutions. What happened was 
that Western women made their experiences – and the logical conclusions derived 
from those experiences – into universal declarations. Just like the British colonial 
power had made their language the universal language and their stupid gentleman 
culture the universal culture, Western women’s movements made their language, 
logic and demands universal articulations. They just forgot to ask African women 
their opinion. African women were told they were oppressed, yes, in fact, that 
they were the most oppressed in the whole world198

Through writings such as Ochanda’s, Soldue launched stark criticism of mainstream feminist 

movements in Europe, demonstrating how they often excluded non-white, non-Western women 

from such supposedly inclusive projects. 

197 Ibid., 5. Translation mine. Original text: ”Indvandrerkvindernes kamp har også ændret forestillingen om 
ligestilling. Heri ligger, at ligestilling ikke længere er afgrænset til et forhold mellem kønnene, men også mellem 
racerne.”
198 Auma Ochanda, “Vestens Kvindebevægelse og Afrikas Kvinder” [The Western Women’s Movement and 
Africa’s Women], Soldue 4, Januar 1990, 6-8. Translation mine. Original text: “I det store hele var kvinderne i 
Afrika optaget af kampen for at overleve, mens vestens kvindebevægelse havde travlt med at finde 
løsningsmodeller. Der skete det at vestens kvinder gjorde deres erfaringer – og deraf udsprugne logiske 
konklusioner – til universelle erklæringer. Ganske som den britiske kolonimagt havde gjort deres sprog til et 
universalsprog, og deres dumme gentleman-kultur til universalkultur, gjorde vestens kvindebevægelser deres sprog, 
logik og krav til universalformuleringer. De glemte bare at spørge afrikanske kvinder om deres mening. De 
afrkikanske kvinder fik at vide, at de var undertrykte, ja, at de faktisk var de mest undertrykte i hele verden.” 
Emphasis in original.
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Soldue’s critique of mainstream, Western feminist movements was not limited to 

movements abroad. Indeed, Soldue directly criticized the mainstream Danish women’s 

movement for not making their aims of equality far-reaching or inclusive enough. In Soldue’s 

first issue, Andrea Veragare Meersohn criticized the Danish women’s movement for not being 

radical enough in her article provocatively entitled “Has the Danish Women’s Movement 

Stalled?”199 In her 1989 article, Veragare Meersohn argued that after fighting for women’s 

economic independence through employment, the Danish women’s movement had failed to 

address serious structural issues still remaining. For example, she argued, although they were no 

longer formally excluded from any employment sectors, women were either not in positions of 

power or, if they were, they operated within old power structures that had historically privileged 

men.200 Rather than addressing the root issues, Veragare Meersohn contended, the Danish 

women’s movement had dealt with the superficial expressions of those underlying problems. She 

therefore called for “a new strategy and a new debate,” which she envisioned as centering on the 

family.201 

In this new period of activism, a continuing theme from previous instances of immigrant 

women’s mobilization efforts was the Danish women’s movement’s general lack of support. 

This had been the case all the way back to Soldue’s founding. Gill remarked that Soldue 

members’ experiences opposing Bjerregaard’s proposal to make welfare benefits conditional on 

immigrant women’s Danish skills had taught them that “there was not much support to be found 

among the Danish women’s movement.”202 In fact, echoing the Turkish women organizing a 

199 Andrea Veragare Meersohn, “Er Dansk Kvindebevægelse Gået i Stå?” [Has the Danish Women’s Movement 
Stalled?], Soldue 1, March 1989, 7.
200 Veragare Meersohn, “Er Dansk Kvindebevægelse Gået i Stå?,” 7.
201 Ibid., 9. Translation mine. Original text: “Vi har brug for en ny strategi og en ny debat, denne gang med familien 
som udgangspunkt.”
202 Gill, “Historien om Soldue – En Ny Forening for Indvandrerkvinder,” 2. Translation mine. Original text: ”Vi 
lærte også af konflikten omkring Ritt Bjerregårds forslage, at der ikke var meget støtte at hente hos den danske 
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strike against their employers in 1978, Gill noted that Soldue and its members had received more 

support from the largely male-dominated immigrant organizations than from Danish women’s 

organizations.203 She went on to say that Soldue welcomed Danish women to become members of 

the organization, but that any such membership would be “on [their] – immigrant women’s – 

terms.”204 

In fact, while Soldue only had limited collaboration with Danish organizations, there 

were indications that at least some elements of the male immigrant activist community supported 

the immigrant women’s efforts. In Soldue’s October 1989 issue, Bashy Quraishy from the 

Pakistan People’s Society wrote an article in which he congratulated the founding members on 

their organization. Among his congratulations, he considered the different forms of pressure and 

discrimination that immigrant women faced in comparison to immigrant men:

It’s one thing to be a ‘black’ man in a white society – but to also have to fight for 
‘the women’s movement’ only doubles the problem. Precisely for that reason, 
Soldue falls in a dry spot [Danish idiom meaning something is much needed] … 
Hopefully Soldue, as mouthpiece and forum, can contribute to dispelling the 
myths that all immigrant women sit in their small living rooms like nodding dolls 
with mouth gags. But, like Soldue itself discusses, immigrant women must 
themselves be part of taking the initiative to break their isolation one is subjected 
to in Danish society.205

Through articles such as Quraishy’s one catches a glimpse of the interactions between Soldue 

and other male-led immigrant activist organizations. And although one cannot make 

generalizations about all immigrant men’s attitudes from just one article, Quraishy’s text shows 

kvindebevægelse. Faktisk fik vi mere støtte fra indvandrerorganisationerne, som er meget domineret af mænd, end 
af dansk kvindebevægelse.”
203 Ibid. 
204 Ibid., 3. 
205 Bashy Quraishy, “Tillykke Indvandrerkvinder!” [Congratulations Immigrant Women!] Soldue 3, October 1989, 
15. Translation mine. Original text: “Én ting er at være ‘sort’ mand i et hvidt samfund – men også at skulle slås for 
‘kvindebevægelsen,’ det gør kun problemet dobbelt. Netop derfor falder Soldue på et tørt sted… Forhåbentlig kan 
Soldue, som talerør og forum, være med til at aflive myterne, der siger, at alle indvandrerkvinder sidder i små stuer, 
som nikkedukker med mundkurv på. Men, som Soldue selv er inde på, skal indvandrerkvinder selv være med til at 
tage initiative for at bryde isolationen, man bliver udsat for i det danske samfund.”
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that at least some male immigrants were supportive of immigrant women’s initiatives like 

Soldue. 

Soldue was not alone in its efforts. In 1988, the same year as Soldue’s founding, a diverse 

group of immigrant women living in Aarhus, Denmark’s second largest city, founded The 

Immigrants’ Women Organization (TIWO). In a newsletter from March 1991, Anita, Sidi, Leila, 

Mala, Christiana and Meksyda explained that they had founded the organization three years 

earlier because they “wanted a forum to start a kind of debate about what WE, the indvandrerne 

women, think about our situation; how do WE define our problems; and what do WE understand 

by the term racism [sic].”206 Although they wrote entirely in English, the women elected to refer 

to themselves by the Danish term indvandrer or ‘immigrant.’ Their decision to keep this word, 

which is italicized throughout the pages of their newsletter, as one of the only Danish words in 

their writings speaks to the importance of the term itself as a means of forging group identity. 

Similarly to Soldue, these women united across their varying national backgrounds around their 

common experience of being immigrant women in Denmark. 

Like Soldue, the women behind TIWO were clear about the role their international 

backgrounds played in shaping their activism and understandings of intersectional feminism. 

While the Soldue editors demonstrated the importance of their international backgrounds through 

the articles they reprinted, the TIWO women openly acknowledged how their previous political 

experience opposing “western imperialism and neocolonialism” in their home countries had 

shaped their views of racism and feminism in Denmark [sic].207 Indeed, they stated that “this fact 

206 Anita, Sidi, Leila, Mala, Christiana and Meksyda, “About Ourselves,” The Immigrants’ Women Organization 
Newsletter 1, March 1991, 3. Note: Unlike Soldue, The Immigrants’ Women Organization Newsletter was written 
almost exclusively in English (with a few Danish words used strategically in some places). I have therefore decided 
to keep the original wording and grammar despite the occasional spelling and syntax errors. I have included 
translations of Danish words as needed. 
207 Anita, Sidi, Leila, Mala, Christiana and Meksyda, “About Ourselves,” 3.
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of [them] bringing with [them] the radical ideologies from [their] home countries ha[d] been 

crucial in [their] questioning of the complete lack of an antiracist politics in the left here [in 

Denmark, sic].”208

Given their previous political experiences, it should come as no surprise that TIWO also 

advanced intersectional views on feminism. Through their writings, TIWO members clearly 

argued that they did not see immigrant women’s position in Danish society as one that could be 

understood through the paradigm of gender alone. In the intro to their 1991 newsletter, the 

TIWO founders advanced their views of the interconnectedness of gender, race, class and 

citizenship status in shaping one’s daily experiences of discrimination:

Women’s struggle against the patriarchal state and society, struggles in the third 
world against imperialism, and the struggle of immigrant workers in the 
industrialized western countries against the racist state and society are fights 
against similar hierarchical patterns… Therefore, we view patriarchy and racism 
as synonymous.209

In the same article, they also accused Western feminists of “thriving on the same patriarchal and 

imperialistic power structures” as the authorities they claimed to oppose.210 Similarly to Soldue, 

TIWO argued that, since Western women were free from the negative connotations of being 

either immigrants or refugees, their group was primarily for women from Third World countries. 

All other women sympathetic to their cause were also welcome, but as “supporting members” 

only.211

Taking their criticism further, TIWO directly challenged the Danish women’s movement 

and argued for pluralist interpretations of feminism. In a printed interview with Danish feminist 

208 Ibid.
209Anita, Sidi, Leila, Mala, Christiana and Meksyda, “About Ourselves,” 4.
210 Ibid.
211 Ibid., 3.
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scholar Kirsten Gomard, Anita Rattan of TIWO questioned the scholar about the Danish 

women’s movement’s ties to immigrant women and women in the Third World. In one of her 

questions, Rattan stated that “we [The Immigrants’ Women Organization] think that western 

women have got their rights at the cost of third world women [sic]” and asked Gomard for her 

opinion on the statement.212 Gomard agreed with Rattan, and further stated that mutual respect for 

each other’s cultures was essential and that women around the world had to “develop solidarity 

that does not ignore the differences but accepts them.”213 To this, Rattan added that it was also 

essential to “not have a singular notion of what feminism is.”214 

Knowing the similarities between TIWO and Soldue, it is unsurprising that the two 

organizations were in contact with one another. In the January 1991 issue of Soldue, Gill 

reported on the organization’s latest projects, which included a cultural event held on November 

11th, 1989. In this brief overview, Gill mentioned that Anita Rattan of The Immigrants’ Women 

Organization in Aarhus had attended the event in Copenhagen to represent her organization.215 

Immigrant women’s organizations like Soldue and TIWO thus did not only find inspiration and 

solidarity in international women’s movements but also among one another in Denmark.

The period from 1988 to 1993 marked a crucial and substantial shift in immigrant 

women’s activism in Denmark. In 1988, Soldue and TIWO founders formed the first multi-

ethnic immigrant women’s organizations, breaking away from earlier patterns of ad hoc, 

nationally-based mobilization. These new organizations also advanced intersectional feminist 

ideas more forcefully than previous groups, articulating complex analyses of how immigrant 

women faced multilayered forms of discrimination in Denmark. Going further than only the 

212“’Women’s Solidarity by Accepting Differences,’ Says Kirsten Gomard,” Indvandrernes Kvindeorganisation, 
Newsletter, March 1991, 13.
213 Ibid.
214 Ibid.
215 Hardarshan Kaur Gill, “Soldue – Siden Sidst” [Soldue – Latest News] Soldue 4, January 1990, 24.
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intersections of gender and class, these new organizations also considered how other aspects of 

one’s identity, like race, citizenship status and religion, affected one’s position in society. Such 

analyses led these organizations to criticize both Western/Danish feminist movements and their 

own communities simultaneously. Throughout their activities, they established transnational 

links to women’s movements around the world, demonstrating how ideas of intersectionality and 

Third World solidarity flowed across borders and influenced feminist movements globally. As 

these organizations grew more mature and gained footing in Danish society, their activism would 

advance even further as they started leveraging their growing influence to impact Danish 

legislation and pursued their intersectional ideas further by forging new global immigrant activist 

networks.

Chapter 4: Consolidation of Activism and Ethnic Minority Women’s Activism, 1993-1997

In the early 1990s, Soldue began reaping the rewards of its early mobilization efforts as it 

increasingly gained legitimacy and footing as a representative of immigrant and minority women 

in Denmark. As a result, it started leveraging its growing recognition to forge important 

connections in order to advance its ideas and policy suggestions. Domestically in Denmark, 

Soldue cooperated pragmatically with select Danish women’s organizations to pressure the 

government on issues of immigrant women’s legal status. Such collaboration eventually resulted 

in Soldue gaining access to a government commission and directly influencing policy 

amendments to improve immigrant women’s security in Denmark. Internationally, Soldue stayed 

committed to its understandings of oppression as both intersectional and global by engaging in 

international coalition building and forming networks of female immigrant and minority activists 

across Europe and beyond. At the same time, Soldue’s activism was also undergoing gradual 
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changes as a new generation of minority women born and raised in Denmark started becoming 

active in the organization. While continuing much of Soldue’s previous work, these women also 

mobilized to address their own concerns and priorities, which were directly informed by their 

experiences growing up as ethnic minorities in Denmark. Notably, their concerns centered 

around issues of Danish citizenship and religious freedom. 

1993 marked a shift in Soldue’s activism as the organization’s growing recognition in 

activist communities allowed it to forge new coalitions to oppose legislation that placed 

immigrant women in vulnerable legal positions. The object of Soldue’s campaign was the so-

called Three-Year Rule, introduced in the 1983 Aliens Law. The rule stated that an immigrant 

who had come to Denmark through family reunification could only obtain a residence permit 

independent of their spouse after a minimum of three years of marriage and residence with their 

spouse in Denmark.216 Soldue was highly critical of how the law tied foreign women’s legal 

status in Denmark to their spouses and argued that it rendered immigrant women particularly 

vulnerable in instances of domestic abuse since leaving their abusive partner before the three-

year minimum could result in them being deported.217 Prompted by increasing numbers of 

immigrant women trapped in abusive marriages by the three-year probationary period, Soldue 

members began mobilization against the Three-Year Rule and advocating for dispensation in 

cases of proven domestic abuse.218

To strengthen its case, Soldue began cooperating tactically with select mainstream 

Danish feminist organizations to oppose the Three-Year Rule. In the fall of 1993, Soldue worked 

216 Amnesty International, Valget mellem Vold og Udvisning: Dilemmaet for Voldsramte Familiesammenførte 
Kvinder i Danmark [The Choice between Violence and Deportation: The Dilemma for Battered Family Reunified 
Women in Denmark] (Copenhagen: Amnesty International, 2006), 17. 
217 “Vigtige Tiltag på Indvandrerfronten” [Important Developments on the Immigrant Front] Soldue 13/14, Fall 1993, 
5.
218 “Den Efterlyste Moral Der Udeblev” [The Sought-After Morality that Failed to Appear] Soldue 13/14, Fall 1993, 
5; Chandra Jayamanne, “From Soldue to the Minister of Home Affairs” June 1993, reprinted in Soldue 22, 
May/June 1997, 4.  
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with Danish women’s organization Danner House (Dannerhuset) on a campaign to collect 

signatures for a petition urging the Danish parliament to amend the Three-Year Rule.219 Other 

Danish organizations such as the Danish National Union of Friends of Refugees 

(Landsforeningen af Danske Flygtningevenner) and LOKK, the National Union of Women’s 

Shelters (Landsforeningen af Kvindecentre) also joined Soldue and Danner House’s efforts to 

pressure the Danish government into action.220 Soldue’s increasing contact with the wider Danish 

activist community also paid off in more quantifiable ways. As a testament to this, it won the 

Grassroots Foundation prize in 1994, which was awarded by the Danish NGO of the same name 

and included a 25,000 DKK prize.221 Through such coalitions with more mainstream Danish 

groups, Soldue was able to increase the its public profile and thereby also the pressure it was able 

to exert on the Danish government.

Given Danish women’s organizations’ continued maternalist attitudes toward immigrant 

women, Soldue’s decision to form such alliances appeared tactically motivated rather than the 

result of aligning ideals. Both Danish media and women’s organizations often framed domestic 

abuse against minority women in culturalist terms that reinforced the trope of the “oppressed 

immigrant woman” as a helpless victim of intrinsically patriarchal and abusive ‘immigrant 

culture.’222 The issue of the Three-Year Rule easily conformed to such stereotypical 

characterizations of immigrant women as helpless victims of abusive husbands, with Danish 

women compelled to step in and protect them. In a letter to the Minister of the Interior in June 

1993, representatives of the National Union of Women’s Shelters painted a tragic picture of the 

219 “Vigtige Tiltag på Indvandrerfronten,” 5.
220 Gisela Schad, “From Danish National Union of Friends of Refugees to the Minister of Home Affairs” May 28, 
1993, reprinted in Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 6; Edith Hansen and Agnes Østvand, “From LOKK, National Union 
of Women’s Centers” June 2, 1993, reprinted in Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 7.
221 “Denmark Update” Soldue 18 (March 1995), 19. 25,000 DKK equal to 6,340 USD according to January 1st, 1994 
exchange rates and adjusted for inflation. 
222 Andreassen, “Gender as a Tool in Danish Debates about Muslims,” 145.
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“impossible situation” battered immigrant women faced under the Three-Year Rule and how 

difficult it was for Danish women’s shelters to help them when “many of them h[ad] not even 

chosen their own their husbands nor their family and social connections and status.”223 Soldue’s 

decision to collaborate with Danish women’s organizations in spite of their maternalist attitudes 

shed light on its adept maneuvering of Danish activist politics and captured the immigrant 

women’s organization’s growing maturity and pragmatism as a civil society actor. 

Despite agreeing to cooperate with Danish women’s organizations, Soldue did not drop 

its critiques of their discriminatory practices. Soldue accused Danish women’s shelters of using 

quota systems to discriminate against immigrant and non-Danish speaking women.224 In its 22nd 

issue from May/June 1997, Soldue ran an article entitled “Crisis Centers Turn Away Foreign 

Women” in which they reported that both Danner House and Aarhus Women’s Shelter (Aarhus 

Krisecenter) enforced quotas limiting their acceptance of domestic abuse victims from 

immigrant backgrounds who did not speak Danish.225 In fact, most Danish women’s shelters in 

the 1990s limited the number of immigrant women they accepted.226 Danish women’s shelters 

cited insufficient resources for interpreters, among other things, as their justification for such 

quotas.227 Pointing out that Denmark was the only Scandinavian country to enforce such quotas 

223 Hansen and Østvand, “From LOKK, National Union of Women’s Centers,” 7.
224 Note: Soldue was not alone in its efforts to oppose discriminatory quotas against immigrant women in Danish 
women’s shelters. The same 1997 Soldue article stated that the Women’s Section of the Pakistan Peoples Party had 
filed a police report against Danner House and Aarhus Women’s Shelter for discriminating against non-Danish 
speakers through such quota systems. The article claimed that Aarhus Women’s Shelter eventually abandoned their 
quotas after the Pakistani Women’s Section had filed their complaint with the police. The Pakistani Women’s 
Section’s opposition demonstrated how immigrant women’s groups supported one another in fighting discriminatory 
practices within Danish women’s organizations. Source: “Danske Krisecentre Afviser Udenlandske Kvinder,” 15. 
As of 2002, however, the Danish newspaper Kristeligt Dagblad reported that Danner House’s women’s shelter had 
reintroduced quotas to allow a maximum of three foreign women in their shelter that houses a total of eighteen 
women. Source: Morten Rasmussen, “Voldsramte Kvinder Svigtes” [Battered Women Let Down] Kristeligt 
Dagblad, May 13th, 2002.
225 “Danske Krisecentre Afviser Udenlandske Kvinder” [Danish Women’s Shelters Reject Foreign Women] Soldue 
22, May/June 1997, 15. 
226 Rachel Paul, Shelters for Battered Women and the Needs of Immigrant Women (Copenhagen: Nordic Council of 
Ministers, 1998), 34.
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on foreign women in shelters, the Soldue author implied it was an extension of discriminatory 

attitudes in Danish society more generally and asked rhetorically “whether it [discrimination 

against immigrant women] [was] a societal attitude that [was] being reflected in women’s 

shelters?”228 Soldue’s criticism of Danish women’s shelters’ quotas demonstrated its continued 

commitment to fighting Danish organizations’ discriminatory practices even as it formed tactical 

alliances with the same organizations to pressure the Danish government on the Three-Year 

Rule. 

In contrast to Danish women’s organizations’ maternalist framing of the issue, Soldue 

voiced its opposition to the Three-Year Rule based on appeals to equal legal rights and 

protection under the law. Rather than presenting the issue as one grounded in patriarchal 

behavior exclusive to immigrant communities, Soldue highlighted that “domestic abuse exists in 

all countries, societies, social classes and cultures, whether that be Nordic, European, American, 

Asian, African or Middle Eastern [cultures]”229 and stated “we live in a patriarchal society,” 

referring to Denmark.230 They also argued that a substantial number of the perpetrators of 

domestic violence against immigrant women were in fact ethnically Danish men.231 Soldue 

objected to how the Three-Year Rule gave “the Danish resident a position of almost complete 

227 Ministry of Interior, “Delbetænkning I Vedrørende Udenlandske Kvinders Integration og Retsstilling 
(Udenlandske Kvinders Retsstilling i Forhold til Udlændingeloven)” [Report I Concerning Foreign Women’s 
Integration and Legal Status (Foreign Women’s Legal Status in Relation to the Aliens Law)], 1993-1303, (1995), 
113. 
228 “Danske Krisecentre Afviser Udenlandske Kvinder,” 16. Translation mine. Original text: “Mon det er en 
samfundsholdning, der afspejler sig i kvindecentre?”
229 “Soldues Kommentarer i Forbindelse med en Kommissionsrapport (1993) om Voldsramte Kvinder med Risiko 
for Udvisning” [Soldue’s Comments for Commission Report 1993 on Battered Minority Women Liable for 
Deportation] Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 8. Translation mine. Original text: “Hustruvold eksisterer i alle lande, 
samfund, samfundslag og kulturer; det være sig nordiske, europæiske, amerikanske, asiatiske, afrikanske eller 
mellemøstlige. Det er kun graden, arten og varigheden af vold, der varierer alt efter det økonomiske system, 
økonomisk magt, produktion, politiske idealer, religion og ikke mindst kvindekamp og kvindeindflydelse i de 
respektive samfund.”
230 Chandra Jayamanne, “The European Parliament Committee on Women’s Rights” Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 31. 
231 Chandra Jayamanne, “From Soldue to the Minister of Home Affairs” June 1993, reprinted in Soldue 22, May/June 
1997, 4.  
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dominance” in family reunification marriages and argued that “normally victims of abuse can 

remove themselves and flee from a violent place or action” while “a battered woman under the 

Three-Year Rule [was] deprived of this freedom.”232 To Soldue activists, the issue was that 

“battered minority women d[id] not have equal opportunity nor equal status for protection and 

support as Danish women in a similar situation.”233

Soldue’s analysis of the Three-Year Rule also raised an often-overlooked issue in 

Denmark, namely domestic violence in Danish society more generally. According to a 2014 

survey conducted by the European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Denmark ranked 

highest of all 28 EU member states in terms of the prevalence of physical and/or sexual violence 

against women by intimate partners.234 Such high levels of domestic abuse went against 

conventional understandings that countries with high levels of gender equality, such as Denmark, 

would have low levels of violence against women. Scholars have dubbed this puzzling 

phenomenon the “Nordic paradox.”235 

Yet despite such alarming levels of domestic violence in society in general, Danish media 

and politicians tended to focus almost exclusively on domestic abuse as an issue belonging to 

immigrant and minority communities. They typically cited statistics that minority women are 

disproportionately represented at Danish women’s shelters.236 In the period between 1992 and 

1995, the period when Soldue was advocating against the Three-Year Rule, between 15 and 20 

percent of women in Danish women’s shelters were immigrant women.237 This proportion was 

232 “Soldues Kommentarer i Forbindelse med en Kommissionsrapport (1993),” 8. Translation mine. Original text: “3-
års reglen giver den herboende en position af nærmest total dominans over den nye familiesammenførte. Normalt 
kan voldsofre trække sig eller flygte fra et voldeligt sted eller handling. En voldsramt kvinde under 3-års reglen er 
frataget den frihed.”
233 “Soldue’s Comments for Commission Report 1993 on Battered Minority Women Liable for Deportation” Soldue 
22, May/June 1997, 9. 
234 Enrique Gracia and Juan Merlo, “Intimate Partner Violence against Women and the Nordic Paradox” Social 
Science and Medicine 157 (2016), 28. The EU average was 22% while Denmark topped the rankings with 32%.
235 Ibid., 27. 
236 Andreassen, “Gender as a Tool in Danish Debates about Muslims,” 145.
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indeed higher than the proportion of immigrants in Danish society more generally, which was 

around 3.3 to 3.8 percent of the total population at the time.238 Such representations, however, did 

not take into consideration that such statistics of immigrant women in shelters also included 

women from other Scandinavian and Western European countries. But the term “immigrant 

women” immediately conjured up images of non-white, non-European, non-Christian victims of 

domestic abuse. Additionally, such framings failed to mention that a substantial and growing 

number of immigrant women in the 1990s sought refuge in women’s shelters after fleeing 

domestic violence at the hands of ethnically Scandinavian men who took advantage of the 

women’s vulnerable legal status under the Three-Year Rule.239 But most importantly, such 

framings failed to address the 80 to 85 percent of women in shelters who were ethnically Danish. 

This is not to say that domestic abuse was not an issue among minorities in Denmark; rather, it is 

to highlight that violence against women was a nation-wide problem. As scholar Rikke 

Andreassen has pointed out, the national problem of domestic violence becomes obscured when 

the issue is framed as being almost exclusive to immigrant and minority communities, especially 

as it was typically presented specifically as a “Muslim phenomenon.”240

Despite acknowledging the inherent racism of this type of framing, Soldue recognized 

that it needed to work with these Danish organizations to increase the pressure on the Danish 

government to alter the Three-Year Rule. Soldue’s pragmatic coalition building paid off: in 

December 1993, the Danish Ministry of Interior gave in to the pressure and established a special 

commission on foreign women’s legal status in Denmark, granting Soldue two seats out of 

twenty-two. Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm and Parvaneh Shahabi filled the two seats as 

237 Paul, Shelters for Battered Women and the Needs of Immigrant Women, 29. 
238 Mathiessen, Immigration to Denmark, 14. 
239 Paul, Shelters for Battered Women and the Needs of Immigrant Women, 40.
240 Andreassen, “Gender as a Tool in Danish Debates about Muslims,” 145.
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representatives for Soldue.241 In addition to the two seats specifically allocated to Soldue, 

Chandra Jayamanne (appointed as representative for the Council for Ethnic Minorities, Etniske 

Minoritetsråd) and Esther Heller (representative for Danish Women’s Society, Dansk 

Kvindesamfund) were also members of the editorial board of Soldue at the time.242 The 

commission also included government representatives, member of the semi-governmental Board 

of Ethnic Equality, and representatives from several Danish humanitarian organizations.243 With 

this commission appointment, Soldue was no longer fighting against discriminatory laws as an 

outsider, but as an insider increasingly recognized by Danish authorities as a key stakeholder on 

this issue.

Through its participation in the ministry commission, Soldue was in a position to spread 

awareness of issues immigrant women faced in Denmark and actively impact government 

legislation. The commission report published by the Ministry of the Interior reflected that Soldue 

had urged the Danish government to provide additional resources to immigrant women’s 

organizations to give them greater capacity for assisting foreign women subjected to domestic 

abuse.244 While on the commission, Soldue activists also called attention to the problem of 

women’s shelters placing quotas on the number of foreign women they accepted.245 The 

commission report also included a synopsis of the organization’s involvements, which 

government councils it had been part of, and conferences its members had attended both 

domestically and abroad.246 The inclusion of this information further demonstrated that Soldue 

241 Ministry of Interior, Delbetænkning I Vedrørende Udenlandske Kvinders Integration og Retsstilling, 3-4. 
242 Ministry of Interior, “Etniske Minoritetskvinders Integration of Retsstilling i Danmark: Delbetænkning II Afgivet 
af det af Indenrigsministeren Nedsatte Kvindeudvalg” [Ethnic Minority Women’s Integration and Legal Status in 
Denmark: Report II Delivered by the Women’s Commission Set up by the Minister of the Interior], 1359 (Statens 
Information, 1998), 15-16; Soldue 15, Winter 1993/1994. 
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had succeeded in making itself central to the debate and a political actor the Danish government 

could no longer ignore. 

Through its cooperation with other organizations and the government comission, Soldue 

eventually pushed the Danish parliament to recognize immigrant women’s issues and amend the 

Three-Year Rule. The Danish parliament eventually incorporated the commission’s 

recommendations into law when it amended the Aliens Law in 1996 and introduced a derogation 

clause to allow leeway for victims of domestic abuse.247 The new clause stipulated that when 

deciding on the revocation of residency permits obtained through family reunification, 

authorities should “pay special attention to whether the basis of the residence is no longer present 

as a result of the termination of the relationship because the foreigner or the foreigner’s child was 

subjected to assault, abuse or another burden in this country.”248 

Although the amendment improved immigrant women’s legal residence status, its actual 

scope fell short of both Soldue’s demands and the commission’s recommendations. Neither the 

1996 nor the subsequent 1998 amendment, which altered the wording slightly, actually did away 

with the Three-Year Rule altogether. The amendments simply urged Danish authorities to take 

the abusive relationship into account when assessing whether to grant permanent residence to a 

victim of domestic abuse who had left an abusive spouse before the three-year limit. 249 After 

parliament announced the first amendment in July 1996, Soldue published a special issue in 1997 

focused on violence against minority women in which editor and chairwoman Jayamanne argued 

246 Ministry of Interior, “Delbetænkning II Vedrørende Etniske Minoritetskvinders Integration og Retsstilling i 
Danmark,” 205. 
247 Amnesty International, Valget mellem Vold og Udvisning, 17.
248 Udlændingeloven [Aliens Law] of 1983, amendment added 1996, § 19, st. 8. Translation mine. Original text: 
“Ved afgørelsen om inddragelse af en opholdstilladelse meddelt efter § 9, stk. 1, nr. 1, eller § 9 c, stk. 1, skal der 
tages særligt hensyn til, om opholdsgrundlaget ikke længere er til stede som følge af samlivsophør, der skyldes, at 
udlændingen eller udlændingens barn har været udsat for overgreb, misbrug eller anden overlast m.v. her i landet. 
Det gælder uanset varigheden af udlændingens ophold her i landet.”
249 Amnesty International, Valget mellem Vold og Udvisning, 17.
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that “as long as the immigration law with the probationary regulation continues in its present 

form, a large number of minority women will continue to pay the price.”250 Yet despite the 

limited nature of the resulting amendment, Soldue had demonstrated that it could successfully 

lobby the Danish government and influence official policy for the betterment of immigrant 

women’s situation in Denmark. 

Despite its increasing influence with Danish legislators and Danish women’s 

organizations, Soldue still faced exclusion at the hands of Danish mainstream feminists. This 

continued marginalization was strongly reflected in Soldue’s participation in the 1994 Nordic 

Forum in the Finnish city of Åbo, the second official gathering of Scandinavian women’s 

organizations. Leading up to the conference, the Danish National Committee for the Nordic 

Forum had excluded Soldue when filling its allocated seats at the conference despite the 

immigrant women’s organization’s explicit requests for inclusion. Instead, to gain access to the 

conference, Soldue activists had to go directly to the conference organizers and petition them for 

seats. Their lobbying efforts paid off and Soldue secured a spot on the Nordic Coordination 

Group, where they were charged with doing outreach work to increase immigrant and minority 

women’s attendance at the conference.251 The Danish National Committee’s decision to exclude 

Soldue from being part of the official Danish delegation demonstrated how the immigrant 

women’s organization was still struggling to gain recognition among mainstream Danish 

feminists. 

The marginalization of Soldue itself also extended to issues immigrant and minority 

women faced more generally in Scandinavian countries. Reflecting on the Nordic Forum, Soldue 

editor in chief Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm decried the lack of solidarity Scandinavian 

250 Chandra Jayamanne, “Documenting Violence and Battery of Minority Women” Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 3. 
251 “Soldues Verden” [The World of Soldue] Soldue 15, Winter 1993/1994, 29.
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women’s organizations continued to display when it came to issues that affected immigrant 

women. Mongaya Høgsholm was especially outraged at their apparent indifference to the 

infamous Danish Three-Year Rule. On her way to the conference location, Mongaya Høgsholm 

had witnessed a man beat a Roma woman in a royal blue dress on the side of the street and then 

witnessed the woman run back into her abuser’s car. Mongaya Høgsholm’s Finnish taxi driver 

had casually dismissed the incident with the remark “They are gypsies… what do you expect?”252 

Mongaya Høgsholm later recalled the incident and the taxi driver’s comment as she reflected on 

Scandinavian women’s treatment of the Three-Year Rule at the Nordic Forum:

I saw again and again images of the woman in the royal blue dress running 
towards the man who had just mistreated her, and thought precisely about my 
sisters from Thailand, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, South America, Africa, etc. who 
cannot do anything except return to their violent spouses because under Danish 
law, they risk deportation if their marriages break down (before 3 years). We will 
forever be particularly vulnerable when we do not have an independent legal 
status, when our presence always is as an appendage to the men. Why should we 
then, women from the ethnic minorities, go to a Nordic woman’s meeting where 
the talk is about equality between the sexes [and] that we have to have equity with 
our men, when we do not even have equality with our sisters, the Nordic women? 
Pardon me but where is [the] Solidarity, dear sisters?253 

As mentioned earlier, Soldue’s main criticism of the Three-Year Rule was how it deprived 

immigrant women of the same opportunities to flee domestic abuse as women who were Danish 

citizens or permanent residents. The the taxi driver’s comments reminded Mongaya Høgsholm of 

the Scandinavian women’s organizations’ lack of action on the Three-Year Rule; both implicitly 

252 Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm, “Pardon Me, But Did You Say Solidarity?” Soldue 15, Winter 1993/1994, 11.
253 Mongaya Høgsholm, “Pardon Me, But Did You Say Solidarity?,” 11-12. Starting with issue 15, Soldue began 
publishing select articles in both Danish and English. When possible, this thesis will use the English translations 
provided by the Soldue writers themselves, as with Mongaya Høgsholm’s article here. 
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normalized domestic violence in minority communities. As Sherene Razack has argued, such 

attitudes treated violence against minority women simply as “a condition of belonging” to their 

allegedly oppressive families, communities, and religions.254

The 1994 Nordic Forum was notable for Soldue in other ways as it served as a 

benchmark for the organization’s growth from participant in international activist conferences to 

co-organizer. In 1988, Soldue founders had attended the Nordic Forum in Norway and was 

indeed where the founding members had originally decided to finally create the immigrant 

women’s group they had been discussing since 1986.255 At the second Nordic Forum in 1994, 

Soldue had become part of the conference planning group and was responsible for coordinating 

immigrant and minority women organizations’ attendance at the conference.256 This development 

from conference attendees to co-organizers over the course of only six years gives a sense of 

Soldue’s development as an institution from the late 1980s to the early 1990s. 

Although Soldue was increasingly working with more mainstream Danish actors and the 

Danish government, it did not abandon its international commitments. Whereas it had previously 

been in contact with and reported on women’s activism across the Global South, Soldue’s 

members now started establishing and developing such transnational activist links further. In 

April 1993, Soldue sent two representatives to London to attend the inaugural gathering of the 

Black Women and Europe Network (BWEN). Immigrant women across Europe had come 

together to establish BWEN following a declaration from 1991 in which they had asserted the 

need for “establishing an action group from the women’s network to present [their] demands, 

pave the way for the exchange and application of [their] experiences, and strengthen the 

solidarity among the women such that [they] all can have [their] rights highlighted and 

254 Razack, Casting Out, 143.
255 Gill, ”Historien om Soldue,” 3.
256 Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm, “Gender Equality” Soldue 16/17, Spring/Summer 1994, 6-7.
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recognized.”257 At the first General Assembly of the BWEN, held a year later in April 1994 in the 

Dutch city of Utrecht, Soldue editor in chief Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm was elected Vice 

President for Northern Europe.258

Soldue’s role as a founding member of BWEN showed how the organization remained 

committed to transnational, intersectional solidarity and in fact increasingly worked to create 

such transnational movements. Affirming the primacy of both race and gender in understanding 

immigrant and minority women’s position throughout Europe, attendees at the first BWEN 

General Assembly stated that:

It is an important part of the identity [as an immigrant woman] to consider oneself 
as ‘black,’ in its figurative or metaphorical sense, that is, that is has not to do with 
skin colour alone, but rather also with the political consequences that follow the 
word ‘black’ such as oppression, discrimination and not the least, racism.259

The meeting representatives also analyzed immigrant women’s relations with white European 

women as they argued that “the very relationship between black women and the majority (white) 

women also contributes to the perpetuation of the former’s oppression.” 260 Members of the 

BWEN therefore saw it as imperative “that white women [were] made aware of their own 

racism, which often [was] subconscious.”261 

In line with their increasing cross-European network building, Soldue also attended the 

“Migrant Women in Action” conference in Athens in November 1994. According to Soldue, this 

was was the first European conference “on and by immigrant women.” 262 It aimed to gather 

257 Soldue Features, “På Tværs af Europa: BWEN” [Across Europe: BWEN] Soldue 15, Winter 1993/1994, 5. 
Translation mine. Original text: “… at danne en aktionsgruppe fra kvindenetværket, der skulle fremsætte vore krav, 
bane vej for udvekslingen og udnyttelsen af vore erfaringer og styrke solidariteten kvinderne imellem, således, at vi 
alle kunne få vore rettigheder belyst og anerkendt.”
258 “BWEN First General Assembly and Elections” Soldue 16/17, Spring/Summer 1994, 16. 
259 “BWEN First General Assembly and Elections,”  17. 
260 Ibid., 18.
261 Ibid.
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information on immigrant women’s political, social, legal and economic status in Europe.263 At 

the conference, Soldue members brought up the Three-Year Rule in discussions of immigrant 

women’s legal rights.264 In contrast to the lack of interest in the issue Soldue had faced at the 

Nordic Forum, the “Migrant Women in Action” attendees concluded the conference by 

reaffirming that:

…migrant women want to see a humane and democratic Europe which recognizes 
that society is benefitting from the great contribution migrant women have been 
capable of making. European society should stop treating the migrant community 
as interlopers bearing the burdens of equal obligations without enjoying equal 
rights.265

Through such gatherings of immigrant and minority women activists from across Europe, Soldue 

demonstrated its commitment to fighting discrimination beyond Denmark’s own borders. It 

found strength in numbers as it joined and also increasingly formed transnational activist 

networks contesting discrimination based on gender, race, citizenship status, and other aspects of 

identity.

Soldue’s growing international presence culminated in its attendance at the 4th UN 

Conference on Women in Beijing in 1995. Soldue activists had already met and spoken with 

Gertrude Mengella, the future Secretary General at the Beijing conference, when she had visited 

Denmark in the spring of 1994. At their meeting, Soldue members had called attention to, among 

other things, the Three-Year Rule and its implications for immigrant women’s position in Danish 

society.266 Given this connection, it came as no surprise that Soldue decided to spend the 25,000 

DKK Grassroots Foundation prize on sending six members to attend the conference in Beijing.267 

262 “Denmark Update,” 19. 
263 Ibid. 
264 Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm, “Migrant Women in Action” Soldue 18, March 1995, 35. 
265 Ibid.
266 Chandra Jayamanne and Filomenita Mongaya, “Beijing 1995: From the Minority Women Perspective” Soldue 
16/17, Spring/Summer 1994, 38. 
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Soldue’s decision to invest its prize money in forging international ties with fellow women 

activists further demonstrated its commitment to transnational activism. 

Once at the 1995 Beijing conference, the Soldue activists shared their own work and 

experiences with women from around the world. They also organized five workshops and 

seminars: 1) Racism and Exclusion, 2) Second Generation Immigrants, created in partnership 

with the European Minority Youth Council (CEMYC), 3) Media and the Minorities, 4) Violence 

against and Trafficking of Women and Children from Third World Countries, and 5) Minority 

Women’s Daily Life between Generations.268 As part of their seminar on violence and trafficking, 

the Soldue activists highlighted how the Three-Year Rule affected the most vulnerable group of 

immigrant women in Denmark.269 The diverse range of topics reflected the multifaceted 

approaches Soldue had adopted to combating discrimination in Denmark as well as the 

organization’s commitment to taking its activism to the global stage. 

Besides sharing their own experiences, the Soldue attendees also forged important global 

connections and learned from the experiences of other female activists. As with their European-

level engagements, Soldue members’ interactions with activists in Beijing were part of their aims 

to forge new links in the interconnected global feminist movement. Upon her return to Denmark 

Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm reflected:

We all have a stake in Beijing. For us minority women: immigrant, asylum-
seeking women and refugees, contract workers, women who come from the ex-
colonies, who have European passports, but are victims of inequality – going to 
Beijing means we will forge new alliances, tread new paths, try new ways to 
attain what we are entitled to: a secure, egalitarian, fulfilled life in our host 

267 “Denmark Update,” 19. 25,000 DKK equal to 6,340 USD according to January 1st, 1994 exchange rates and 
adjusted for inflation.
268 Chandra Jayamanne, “Den 4. Verdenskvindekonference” [The 4th World Conference on Women] Soldue 19/20, 
September 1995, 6. 
269 Rushy Rashid, “Beijing ’95: Indtryk fra Kvindekonferencen Set med Anden Generations Øjne” [Beijing ’95: 
Impressions from the Conference on Women Seen through Second Generation Eyes] Soldue 21, February 1996, 21. 
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countries instead of living in a ‘Fortress Europe’ which rejects us, ignores the 
talents, knowledge and resources that we have.270

Attending international conferences allowed Soldue to become part of the transnational networks 

that united immigrants, refugees and women of color across the world to spread and exchange 

their intersectional ideas. 

Aside from Soldue exerting more influence in activist communities both domestically 

and internationally, another important development around 1993 was its decision to increasingly 

employ the term ‘ethnic minority women’ as opposed to ‘immigrant women.’ In its Fall 1993 

issue, Soldue amended its official full title from Soldue: The Magazine for, by and about 

Immigrant Women to Soldue: The Magazine about and by Women from the Ethnic Minorities.271 

Soldue’s decision to shift from focusing on immigrant women was a highly political act of 

staking claims to Danish identity and belonging in Denmark. The term ‘ethnic minority’ implied 

a relation of belonging to the nation in question, albeit in relation to a majority group. The term 

‘immigrant,’ on the other hand, clearly labeled a person as a foreign element in their host 

country, someone separate from the host nation. Although such terms had always been highly 

political, the linguistic battle grounds intensified in the 1990s as the anti-immigrant party the 

Danish People Party started gaining traction.272 Soldue’s change in terminology reflected the 

context of such renewed efforts to alienate and exclude minorities.

Besides the political impetus to start identifying as ethnic minority women instead of 

immigrant women, Soldue’s change in terminology was also prompted by the integration of a 

new generation within the organization who were increasingly taking the reins. A new generation 

of women born to immigrant parents were becoming politically active in Denmark more 

270 Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm, “Scaling Walls” Soldue 19/20, September 1995, 3. 
271 Soldue issue 13/14, Fall 1993. 
272 Andreassen, “Gender as a Tool in Danish Debates about Muslims,” 144. 
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broadly.273 They themselves had never immigrated but had experienced various forms of 

discrimination in Danish society that would inform their concerns and priorities going forward in 

their activism. This new generation of minority women activists was born from and shaped by 

the activism of their parents’ generation. In September 1992, Soldue reporter Helen Seiketso 

(who would later go on to be editor in chief of the publication) interviewed young activist Laila 

Changezi who shed light on the generational roots of her political engagements. Although 

Changezi was born and raised in Copenhagen, her parents had come to Denmark as immigrants 

from Pakistan more than 25 years earlier.274 She explained that her father had been politically 

active in one of the earliest cross-national immigrants’ associations in Denmark, the Coalition of 

Immigrant Associations (Indvandrerforeningernes Sammenslutning, IND-sam), and used to bring 

her along with him to meetings when she was a child. Changezi herself grew up to become active 

in the European Minority Youth Council (CEMYC), a cross-European anti-racist organization 

lead by minority youth, and credited her father’s activism with making it so that now she 

“c[ould] not be without the political life.”275 

Reflecting on her own political activities, Changezi gave voice to the new generation of 

minority women activists. In the same interview, she stated that, “as a minority, it is important to 

have both [patience and perseverance], especially when you realize that the only thing Denmark 

has done something good for is the women’s movement. When it comes to minorities, instead of 

reaching us a hand, Denmark has ripped it off.”276 Although clearly not all children of immigrants 

who became active politically in Denmark had as direct ties to earlier immigrant activists as 

273 Hussain, “Etniske Minoriteters Politiske Organisering i Danmark,” 165.
274 Helen Seiketso interview with Laila Changezi, “Mennesker Kan Alt, Vi Sætter Selv Vore Grænser” [People Can 
Do Anything, We Set Our Own Limits] Soldue 11/12, September 1992, 13.
275 Helen Seiketso interview with Laila Changezi, “Mennesker Kan Alt, Vi Sætter Selv Vore Grænser,” 13. 
Translation mine. Original text: “…idag kan jeg ikke undvære det politiske liv.”
276 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: Som en minoritet er de vigtigt at have begge dele [tålmodighed og 
udholdenhed], især når man finder ud af, at det eneste Danmark, has gjort noget godt for er kvindebevægelsen. Når 
det gælder minoriteterne har Danmark istedet for at række os hånden, flået den af os.”
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Changezi, it is clear that the previous generation’s activism impacted the new generation of 

Danish-born minorities’ political engagement. 

Although they built on the efforts of their predecessors, these children of immigrants 

developed their own strategies and goals based on their position as Danish-born minorities. This 

new generation of activists differed from their predecessors as they combined their struggle for 

equal treatment with a deliberate emphasis on preserving their cultural identities as minorities. 277 

This new focus was directly in response to the Danish state’s increasingly stringent 

assimilationist policies and the rise of far-right, anti-immigrant parties.278 Examples of such 

activism included Dialog 2, a women’s organization founded by a group of minority women in 

1995 that focused on helping minority women succeed in the Danish education system while also 

emphasizing women’s right to wear religious headscarves.279 Another group, Active Generation 

Two (Aktiv Generation To), inscribed its commitment to preserving minority identities directly 

in its articles of association as it stated its aim was to ”promote integration between immigrants 

and the Danish society while simultaneously preserving one’s own identity.”280

Danish-born ethnic minority activists’ increasing political activity was especially marked 

by debates over citizenship. Since Denmark mainly followed the jus sanguinis model of 

citizenship, children born in Denmark to non-citizen parents did not automatically become 

Danish citizens.281 The law, however, allowed non-citizens to naturalize on the basis of jus 

domicilis or permanent residence in Denmark.282 To naturalize, an applicant must have legally 

resided in the country for a minimum of nine years (prior to 2002, the minimum was seven 

277 Hussain, “Etniske Minoriteters Politiske Organisering i Danmark,” 165.
278 Ibid.
279 Siim, Medborgerskabets Udfordringer, 55-57. 
280 Hussain, “Etniske Minoriteters Politiske Organisering i Danmark,” 165.
281 Ministry of Interior, “Delbetænkning II Vedrørende Etniske Minoritetskvinders Integration og Retsstilling i 
Danmark,” 227.
282 Grete Brochmann and Idunn Seland, “Citizenship Policies and Ideas of Nationhood in Scandinavia” Citizenship 
Studies 14, no. 4 (2010), 433.
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years) and speak sufficient Danish to “get by in Danish society.”283 Individuals holding refugee 

status were eligible to naturalize after eight years of legal residence.284 To complete the 

naturalization process, individuals also had to renounce any former citizenship since the Danish 

state did not allow citizens to hold dual citizenships.285 

Such stringent naturalization requirements meant that Denmark had a growing population 

of individuals who had lived in the country for years, and in some cases were even born there, 

but did not hold Danish citizenship. The Danish state referred to this group as “denizens,” which 

the Ministry of the Interior defined in a 1998 report as “a status in between the two counterpoints 

foreigner and citizen.”286 In the same report, the ministry listed the estimated numbers of ethnic 

minority youths with origins from the three major former Guest Worker sending countries 

(Turkey, Pakistan and ex-Yugoslavia) who held Danish citizenship. It stipulated that 

approximately 60% of ethnic minority youths from Pakistan were Danish citizens, while the 

same was true for only 20% of youths from ex-Yugoslavian backgrounds and 7% of those with 

Turkish roots.287 In terms of formal political activity, the lack of Danish citizenship was 

significant since non-citizens were barred from voting in parliamentary elections.288 

Given this sizeable population of non-citizen ethnic minorities either born or raised in 

Denmark, citizenship rights naturally became one of the core issues for this generation of 

activists. Soldue reflected these new concerns in its February 1996 issue as Birgül Ergin argued 

for changing the Danish naturalization process to make it easier for children of immigrant to 

283 Ministry of Interior, “Delbetænkning II Vedrørende Etniske Minoritetskvinders Integration og Retsstilling i 
Danmark,” 230. Since 2006, the language requirements have been formalized through the introduction of a 
citizenship test on Danish language, history, culture and political system that all applications must pass. For more 
information, see Brochmann and Seland, “Citizenship Policies,” 434.
284 Brochmann and Seland, “Citizenship Policies,” 434.
285 Ibid., 433-434.
286 Brochmann and Seland, “Citizenship Policies,” 434.
287Ministry of Interior, “Delbetænkning II Vedrørende Etniske Minoritetskvinders Integration og Retsstilling i 
Danmark,” 229.
288 Ibid., 227. Note: This is still the case today. 
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become citizens. Ergin, who identified as a “second-generation immigrant” in her article 

biography, used the Danish Prince Joachim’s recent marriage to Hong Kong-native Alexandra 

Manley as a platform to advocate for legislative changes. She pointed out that it was “very 

surprising that Her Royal Highness received Danish citizenship over the course of a little less 

than a week” based on a parliament vote.289 Ergin lamented that this same expediency did not 

apply to “the ‘real’ ethnic minorities” and argued that “young people with minority backgrounds 

who are born [in Denmark] should naturally be granted Danish citizenship the same way they 

automatically become members of the Danish Church.”290 She also highlighted what she saw as 

the unfair laws that barred non-citizens from being able to become police officers and prevented 

them from voting in parliamentary elections, or running for political office. She highlighted the 

hypocrisy of Danish politicians demanding minorities to integrate better into Danish societies 

while such limiting laws were still in place:

I wish that, instead of spending time on integration, they [politicians] would spend 
time giving immigrant youth a sense of being equal and worthy. If that was taken 
care of, I am convinced that everything else would go much more smoothly. 
When Alexandra came to Denmark, she said people on the street yelled 
‘Welcome to Denmark!’ When Muhammed came to Denmark, the same people 
yelled ‘Go home, perker!’291

With their focus on Danish citizenship, ethnic minority activists like Ergin opened a new chapter 

of activism in Denmark. 

289 Birgül Ergin, “Alex Kom Ind, Andre Venter Stadig” [Alex Got In, Other Are Still Waiting] Soldue 21, February 
1996, 4. Translation mine. Original text: “… meget overraskende var, at Hendes kongelige Højhed fik dansk 
statsborgerskab i løbet af en lille uge.”
290 Birgül Ergin, “Alex Kom Ind, Andre Venter Stadig,” 4. Translation mine. Original text: “de ‘rigtige’ etniske 
minoriteter” and “Unge med etnisk baggrund, der fødes her, burde som en selvfølge få dansk statsborgerskab på 
samme måde, som de automatisk bliver medlemmer af Den danske Folkekirke.”
291 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: “Jeg ville ønske, at de [politikerne] i stedet for at bruge tid på integrationen, 
brugte tid på at give invandrerunge ligestilling og ligeværdsfølelse. Hvis det var på plads, er jeg overbevist om, at alt 
andet ville gå nemmere. Da Alexandra kom til Danmark, fortalte hun at folk på gaden råbte: ‘Velkommen til 
Danmark!’ Da Muhammed kom til Danmark, råbte de samme mennesker: ‘Skrid hjem din perker.’” The Danish 
term perker is a derogatory term used to label individuals of immigrant background.
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In June 1997, Soldue published its 22nd and last issue. The organization appears to have 

closed down shortly after. In previous issues, the editorial board had repeatedly expressed 

financial and organizational troubles and in June 1997 they stated that their expenses attending 

the Nordic Forum and the Beijing conference had “proved devastating.”292 Although the editorial 

board expressed hope that they would overcome these financial difficulties, it appears they were 

unable to gather the necessary funds to continue publishing their magazine and the organization 

itself stopped being active shortly after. 

This did not mean the end of Soldue activists’ work, however. Several Soldue members 

remained committed to fighting discrimination grounded in understandings of intersectionality 

and continued their activism through new channels. At the time of publishing Soldue’s 22nd issue, 

chairwoman Chandra Jayamanne was already a member of the Immigrants’ Council 

(Indvandrerrådet), an advisory body to the Danish Ministry of Interior set up in 1985, and 

“country contact” in Denmark for a group called the European Forum of Leftist Feminists.293 

Former editor in chief Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm also carried on Soldue’s transnational 

solidarity work as she became active within the cross-European organization Babaylan working 

to improve Filipina women’s situation across Europe. She eventually founded the first Danish 

chapter of the organization in 1997.294 Younger Soldue members also carried on the mission of 

the organization through other means. Rushy Rashid, who had served as a regular writer for the 

magazine’s Youth Section, went on to work as a project coordinator in the Documentation and 

Guidance Center on Racial Discrimination (DRC) and later became on the first minority woman 

292 Chandra Jayamanne, “Editorial,” Soldue 22, May/June 1997, 2. 
293 “Vigtige Tiltag på Indvandrerfronten,” 5; Jayamanne, “The European Parliament Committee on Women’s 
Rights,” 31; "Rådets Historie" [The Council's History], Rådet for Etniske Minoriteter, http://rem.dk/radet/radets-
historie. Accessed March 29, 2018.
294 ENFiD, "On Writing, Women and Migration: An Interview with Filomenita Mongaya Høgsholm," European 
Network of Filipino Diaspora, March 8, 2018. 
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news presenters on Danish television.295 Although Soldue may have ended as an organization, its 

former members continued to combat discrimination both within Denmark and beyond through 

their continued activism. Their legacy continues to this day. 

Conclusion

Throughout the three decades between 1967 and 1997, immigrant and minority women 

called into question Danish feminists’ narrow understandings of equality (ligestilling) and 

redefined it to include issues of race and citizenship status. The Danish word ligestilling literally 

means “equal standing” but Danes generally use it to refer to gender equality due to its historic 

usage during the women’s movement. 296 But the term itself does not specifically reference 

gender and, in that sense, it captures broader aspirations of equality beyond merely gender. 

Immigrant and minority women redefined and broadened the concept of ligestilling to also 

include considerations of race and citizenship status. Immigrant and minority women thereby 

advanced what one scholar has argued was a “counter-discourse to the dominating notion of 

Denmark as being equal because they explicitly or implicitly point[ed] out that it [was] not 

enough to focus on the difference between men and women alone.”297 Moreover, they also 

pointed out that the goal of gender equality had indeed never been fully reached in Denmark, 

despite mainstream Danish assertions that gender equality was integral to national identity.298 

295 Rushy Rashid Højbjerg, "Mit CV" [My CV], Rushy Rashid Højbjerg, last modified December 2016.
296 Pristed Nielsen, “Monopol på Ligestilling? Etniske Minoritetskvinder om ’Dansk’ Ligestilling,” 24.
297 Ibid.
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These immigrant and minority activists put their ideas into action by opposing the 

discrimination they faced by first mobilizing nationally in Denmark and later joining forces with 

women’s groups across Europe and throughout the Global South. These women’s struggle 

included fighting organizations such as Danish trade unions and feminist groups. In later decades 

they also took on the Danish legal system in their fight against discrimination. Through their 

activism, they argued for the need to understand how various forms of discrimination intersected 

and functioned simultaneously in Denmark. Part of their strategy included engaging with 

international feminist and activist movements around the world and eventually founding such 

transnational activist networks to further their ideas about intersectionality. 

Immigrant and ethnic minority women’s efforts to expand Danish understandings of 

intersectionality and equality did not end with the closing of organizations like Soldue. A new 

generation carried on the efforts of the earlier activists that came before them and continued to 

push for the need to address multiple forms of discrimination and marginalization 

simultaneously. These efforts extended to the political realm as ethnic minority women began 

running for office. Asmaa Abdol-Hamid, a Danish citizen of Palestinian descent, declared her 

candidacy for parliament as a member of the far-left Red-Green Alliance party (Enhedslisten) in 

April 2007.299 As a hijab-wearing Danish Muslim, self-identified feminist socialist, and LGBTQ 

supporter, she challenged Danish mainstream feminist ideas and stereotypes about Muslim 

women. Abdol-Hamid argued that her political beliefs were logical extensions of her 

understanding that marginalized groups faced similar forms of discrimination and 

disempowerment in Danish society. In a 2006 interview with the Danish newspaper Socialistisk 

Arbejderavis (Socialist Workers’ Newspaper), Abdol-Hamid made it clear that she was 

298 Rolandsen Agustin and Sata, “Gendered Identity Constructions in Political Discourse: Denmark and Hungary,” 
64.
299 Andreassen, “Political Muslim Women in the News Media,” 69. 
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committed to combatting multiple forms of marginalization and discrimination at the same time 

for the “improvement of the situation of the socially weak.”300 Elaborating on her views, she 

listed continued wage inequality between genders, racism, social exclusion, and problems with 

the Danish welfare system among the multifaceted issues facing Denmark.301 

Abdol-Hamid’s candidacy also exposed the ongoing challenges immigrant and minority 

women continued to face in Danish society. Abdol-Hamid faced significant backlash after 

announcing her campaign for parliament.302 Danish media and politicians from opposing parties 

pointed to her Muslim faith as a means to question the legitimacy of her feminist and pro-

LGBTQ stance, calling into question how a Muslim woman could both wear a hijab and be a 

feminist supporter of LGBTQ rights. Rather than being limited to right-wing parties, as might be 

expected, Abdol-Hamid faced such criticism from politicians and newspapers across the Danish 

political spectrum.303 Ironically, it was these critics’ own limited understanding of 

intersectionality that led them to view Abdol-Hamid’s political beliefs as mutually incompatible. 

They did not recognize Abdol-Hamid’s overarching focus on marginalization, which ran through 

each aspect of her political identity. Instead, such critics focused on preconceived and often 

prejudiced notions of Islam rather than taking Abdol-Hamid’s statements at face value. 

The disproportionate media attention paid to such issues overshadowed her stance on 

other policy areas.304 In an interview from June 2007, Abdol-Hamid lamented how the Danish 

media’s fixation on her religious identity and hijab distracted from her core political beliefs. She 

explained that “every time the ‘headscarf debate’ starts it takes away focus from the inequality 

300 Lene Junker, “Interview med Asmaa Abdol-Hamid” [Interview with Asmaa Abdol-Hamid], Socialistisk 
Arbejderavis 270, April 26, 2006, 4. Translation mine. Original text: “…forbedring af de socialt svages situation.”
301 Ibid.
302 Rikke Andreassen, “Political Muslim Women in the News Media,” 69.
303 Ibid., 70.
304 Ibid., 73.
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and the uniformity [of policies in Denmark]” stating “that is clearly in the interest of the right 

wing – not the left wing.”305 Abdol-Hamid’s experience demonstrated how Danish politicians and 

journalists’ assumptions about Muslim women acted as barriers to minority women’s political 

participation and their ability to voice their own political beliefs and identities.306

Although Abdol-Hamid lost her bid, 2007 still marked a turning point as two minority 

Muslim women successfully won seats in parliament for the first time, despite the barriers they 

also had to face. In the 2007 election, Özlem Sara Cekic, of Kurdish-Turkish origin, and Yildiz 

Akdogan, also of Turkish origin, entered parliament as a member of the Socialist Party 

(Socialistisk Folkeparti) and the Social Democrats (Socialdemokraterne) respectively.307 In 

addition to being the first female ethnic minority members of parliament, Cekic and Akdogan 

were also the first Muslim women to serve in the Danish parliament.308 Neither of them wore a 

headscarf. Although they did not face as disruptive media scrutiny as Abdol-Hamid, both Cekic 

and Akdogan also had to contend with journalists focusing on their religious identity to the point 

of obscuring their political platforms throughout their campaigns.309 With their election to office, 

however, minority women for the first time transitioned from civil society activism into the 

official political sphere to take on new roles in the legislative and decision-making process. 

Despite their continued struggles, Cekic and Akdogan represented how far immigrant and 

minority women’s activism had come from when the two Pakistani women stood up the Female 

Workers’ Union more than three decades earlier in 1975.

305 Lene Junker, “Interview med Asmaa Abdol-Hamid” [Interview with Asmaa Abdol-Hamid], Socialistisk 
Arbejderavis 270, June 20, 2007, 3. Translation mine. Original text: “Hver gang ‘tørklædedebatten’ kører, så fjerner 
det fokus fra uligheden og ensretningen i Danmark. Det er klart i højrefløjens interesse – ikke venstrefløjens.”
306 Signe Kjær Jørgensen, “Interviewet og Hvad Så? En Kritisk Analyse af Asmaa Abdol-Hamids Betingelser for 
Selvfremstilling” [Interviewed and Then What? A Critical Analysis of Asmaa Abdol-Hamid’s Conditions for Self-
Presentation] Tidsskrift for Islamforskning 2 (2010), 87; Rikke Andreassen, “Political Muslim Women in the News 
Media,” 73. 
307 Andreassen, “Political Muslim Women in the News Media,” 72.
308 Ibid.
309 Ibid., 72-73.
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While immigrant and minority women had made great strides in gaining influence in 

Danish society, they continued to face multiple forms of discrimination. The tightening of the 

Three-Year Rule captured this succinctly: rather than repealing the law as per Soldue’s 

recommendations, in 2002 the Danish government extended the probationary period for 

immigrants who had arrived through family reunification from three to seven years.310 Critiques 

of the new rule have extended beyond immigrant and minority women’s protests to organizations 

like Amnesty International. In 2006, the organization published a report prompted by the 2002 

extension of the probationary period. The report criticized the wording of the original 1996 

domestic abuse exception amendment for its limited definition of violence and high evidence 

requirements as well as the Danish courts’ frequent rejections of immigrant women’s appeals 

since the amendment had been implemented.311  

While fighting these ongoing battles, immigrant and minority women were also facing 

new challenges in the form of the rise of the Danish radical right and mounting Islamophobia. 

The far-right Danish People’s Party (Dansk Folkeparti), through its predecessor the Progress 

Party (Fremskridtspartiet), had been active since the 1970s.312 Yet it was not until the mid-1990s 

that its Islamophobic and anti-immigrant rhetoric started becoming part of mainstream Danish 

politics.313 The year 2001 marked a “decisive turn” in Danish political discourse on Islam as a 

result of both the American 9/11 attacks and a new minority right-wing government that for the 

first time was directly dependent on the support of the Danish People’s Party.314 The infamous 

2005 cartoon crisis further led Danish politicians and media to frame Islam and Muslims through 

310 Amnesty International, Valget mellem Vold og Udvisning, 18.
311 Amnesty International, Valget mellem Vold og Udvisning, 20-23.
312 Christoffer Green-Pedersen and Jesper Krogstrup, “Immigration as a Political Issue in Denmark and Sweden,” 
European Journal of Political Research 47 (2008), 622. 
313 Ibid., 623.
314 Mona Kanwal Sheikh and Manni Crone, “Muslims as a Danish Security Issue,” in Islam in Denmark: The 
Challenge of Diversity ed. Jørgen S. Nielsen (Plymouth: Lexington Books, 2012), 174-175.
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a securitization lens and as potential threats to national security and values.315 As shown in the 

case of Abdol-Hamid’s campaign, such growing anti-immigrant and Islamophobic attitudes 

posed significant barriers to immigrant and minority women’s social and political participation. 

This was especially true for those of the Muslim faith. 

Yet, in the face of mounting anti-immigrant rhetoric and legislation, a new generation of 

minority women are stepping up and continuing the work of Soldue and other activists that came 

before them. As recently as March 13th 2018, the minority women’s organization Action Tank 

MOVE (Handletanken MOVE) published an article calling for the repeal of the now Seven-Year 

Rule. In the article, Uzma Hurul-An Ahmed and her fellow activists echoed Soldue’s words as 

they argued that “everyone must be able to freely leave an abusive husband” and that “it is about 

time to recognize that a fist hurts just as much regardless of skin and passport color.”316 

Recently, Denmark also witnessed the beginning of a new movement as four minority 

women came together to create what they named the New-Danish Women’s Struggle (Den 

Nydanske Kvindekamp). Natasha Al-Hariri, Geeti Amiri, Khaterah Parwani and Halime Oguz 

had each separately been active in Danish debate and civil society on improving minority 

women’s situation in Denmark for years prior, but in September 2017 they decided to join forces 

and establish their movement. Many Danes of immigrant and minority background have adopted 

the term New-Danish (Nydansk) to refer to themselves and the name of the project is a play on 

that term and the phrase typically used to describe the Danish women’s movement, which 

315 Mona Kanwal Sheikh and Manni Crone, “Muslims as a Danish Security Issue,” 178-179. Note: In September 
2005, the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten published a series of cartoons depicting the prophet Mohammad, 
causing uproar both domestically among Danish Muslims and internationally among Muslim-majority nations. The 
issue was generally framed in Denmark as a matter of democratic values and freedom of expression, with critics of 
the cartoons seen as advocating censorship. For more information, see Paul M. Sniderman, Michael Bang Petersen, 
Rune Slothuus and Rune Stubager, Paradoxes of Liberal Democracy: Islam, Western Europe, and the Danish 
Cartoon Crisis (New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2014).
316 Uzma Hurul-An Ahmed, “Kvinder Udholder Voldelige Forhold for at Blive i Landet” [Women Endure Abusive 
Relationships to Stay in the Country] Poliken, March 13, 2018. Translation mine. Original text: “Alle skal frit kunne 
gå fra en voldelig mand. Og det er på tide at anerkende, at en knytnæve gør lige ondt uanset hud- og pasfarve.”
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literally translates to “women’s struggle” (kvindekamp). Describing their movement, the women 

stated it was a “cry” for “a collective struggle regardless of cultural background or political 

leanings” and that “the New-Danish Women’s Struggle is a universal struggle for every 

woman’s freedom to live her life exactly as she wants.”317 In laying out their aims, the four 

women also paid tribute to the women who had come before them, stating that they “st[ood] on 

the shoulders of the brave women of the past who ha[d] fought courageously for the women’s 

struggle.”318 Organizations like Action Tank MOVE and movements like the New-Danish 

Women’s Struggle have picked up where previous immigrant and minority women activists left 

off and continue to oppose multifaceted forms of discrimination in Danish society. This new 

generation is building on and continuing the efforts of the women that came before them to 

challenge, push and enrich Danish debates over feminism, national identity and equality.

317 “Oplev den Nydanske Kvindekamp Live i Odense, Aalborg, Esbjerg og Aarhus” [Experience the New-Danish 
Women’s Struggle Live in Odense, Aalborg, Esbjerg and Aarhus] Forslagsliv, January 4, 2018. Translation mine. 
Original text: “Den Nydanske Kvindekamp er et opråb, det er en fælles kamp uanset kulturel baggrund og politisk 
ståsted. Den Nydanske Kvindekamp er en universel kamp, der handler om enhver kvindes frihed til at leve sit liv, 
akkurat som hun vil.”
318 Ibid. Translation mine. Original text: “Ligesom vi står på skuldrene af fortidens modige kvinder, som har kæmpet 
bravt for kvindekampen, vil vi, for fremtidens skyld, slå et fælles slag for den nydanske kvindekamp.”
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